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LSD Prophet of 60’s
Now Space Messiah
MONTCLARION/Bob Gullno
ONWARD AND OUTWARD: Timothy Leary lectured to MSC audience on his new 
slogan fo r the 70’s, SMILE, Monday night.
Bookstore Tells Patrons 
You Buy’em - - Keep ’em
By Irene M cKnight
By Jean  A m tz
Timothy Leary is alive and preaching 
again.
But the man who told a generation of 
young people to “turn on, tune in and 
drop out” has a new slogan for the 
f9 7 0 ’s: Space Migration, Intelligence 
Increase and Life Extension — SMILE.
Clad in white, grasping the microphone 
as though it were a weapon, he appeared 
relaxed and casual before the receptive 
Memorial Auditorium crowd of 500 
people Monday night.
An occasional good-natured “whoop”
7 or incoherent shout interrupted the 
College Life Union Board (CLUB) 
sponsored lecture but Leary would smile 
and proceed with his talk.
If the audience was hoping to hear the 
old Leary philosophy, they were 
disappointed. Timothy Leary is not 
preaching about LSD’s virtues anymore.
“I don’t think there’s one immorality 
or crime that hasn’t been attributed to 
me,” he said, laughing softly. “I deny--- -- -\
Manpower?
“Men are superior to women and 
the black man is the most 
s u p e r io r ,”  — R euben Johnson, 
Director of the EOF program, 
discussing perceptions of women by 
minority males. Story, page 9.
The Prez Sez...
Maryanne Preztunik, SGA. President, 
hopes preparations for the SGA 
elections in May will bring out “the 
largest voter turnout at MSC since 
December 1969.” Details on the 
SG A’s plans, page 11.
A World of Ideas
Daniel Kunz, a professor of 
Education and the originator of the 
“World of Ideas,” says his idea was 
“not particularly brilliant or creative.” 
But it is the only program of its kind 
in New Jersey. Story, page 4.
everything.”
Leary was released from prison last 
April after spending five years in  prison 
for drug charges.
If Leary is no longer encouraging the 
idea of a drug-induced utopia, neither is 
he entirely rejecting it. He still maintains 
that the internal trip must come before 
the'extemal trip. That it is still necessary 
to achieve an authentic sense of within, in 
order to expand mid cope with change.
His current fascination involves 
presenting people with more options for 
their lives through space colonization, 
which he believes is the next inevitable 
evolutionary process of mankind.
“I’m going to  do a very radical thing,” 
the former Harvard psychology professor 
warned half-jokingly. “I’m going to talk 
to you as one intelligent person to 
another. Institutions, — like this college — 
administered by politicians, aim to keep 
you serenely and productively stupid.” 
Leary went on to stress that 10% of 
the society are what he terms “mutants.” 
Historically, mutants were the rebels. 
Today, mutants are people who have the 
courage, the vision and the determination 
to change.
Change, says Leary, is opposed by all 
societies. But we can no longer afford the 
luxury of right and wrong, good and evil. 
We are- gradually evolving beyond the 
need for a standard morality, he feels.
“Your nervous system creates your 
own reality,” Leary insisted. “ Don’t be 
afraid of it.” he drew a quick parallel of 
the under-developed nervous systems of 
amoebas as they existed millions of years 
ago, “sniffing oxygen, main-lining 
calcium...doing all sorts of nasty things.” 
Today, according to Leary, “the genetic 
imperatives” of DNA molecules are 
responsible for humans evolving into a 
higher level of being.
“Everyone born after 1945 is a 
mutation,” Leary stated, “Or a 
post-human” because of the atom bomb 
and growing up with television. In the 
1960’S, he continued, the first generation 
of these mutants hit the colleges, 
disrupting and destroying traditions that 
people had based their lives upon.
“You can’t understand your life if you 
don’t understand the 60’s,” Leary 
reflected. “Before the 60’s, the concept 
of changing reality didn’t even exist. 
There were taboos of sex, of pleasure — 
well the whole philosophy was, ‘For 
every little pleasure there is pain, pain.’
(Con t. on  p .7)
“If students don’t like our return 
policy, they can buy their books at 
another store.”
In this way, Karen Gentilello, Director 
of MSC’s College Supply Store, described 
her attitude toward irate students who 
charged that the store’s return policy is 
unfair.
The Supply Store is presently 
operating under a one-day return policy 
on all books. This rule applies to all 
students who did not purchase their 
books during the first two weeks of 
school.
Students who purchased their books 
during the first two weeks of classes are 
given 14 days to return their books. 
Gentilello said that the one-day policy 
was necessary because of the overload of 
returns during the post-two week period.
Gentilello noted that students who 
receive a note from their professor which
says that the student purchased the 
wrong books are treated as special cases.
A bitter A1 Elghandour, a senior 
accounting/psychology major, explained 
that he purchased books and was not 
informed about the policy. When he 
attempted to return his books two days 
later, he was told that this was 
impossible. ‘ Students don’t have classes 
every day, so it is impossible to find out 
in one day if you bought the wrong 
books,” Elghandour stated. ‘'The book 
store should operate on the same policies 
as other businesses,’ he said.
Elghandour added that he was 
interrogated by Gentilello. * i resent being 
treated like a child when I try to return 
books that I paid for,’ he said. ‘ I was not 
given customer courtesy,” Elghandour 
added angrily.
A junior Spanish major who asked to 
remain anonymous also expressed
(Con t. on  p .9)
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Datebook
TODAY, TIJURS., FEB. 24
POETRY READING: Sponsored by Quarterly. By Allen 
Ginsberg and Eugene Brooks. Student Center ballroom A, 3 to 
5 pm. Free •
Ticketing And Towing ; 
True Terminology Trouble
MASS: Catholic Mass during Lent. Newman House, 12:30 pm. 
FRI., FEB. 25
CFA TOURNAMENT: Forensic Club. New London, Conn. 
HARPSICHORD RECITAL: Featuring Shirley Matthews. 
Music Building, room 15.11 am. Free, 
r MEEJINGt Speech and Hearing Club. Speech and Hearing 
Lounge, noon. Late registration will be accepted.
MOVIE: “The Big Store.” Sponsored by College life  Üniôn 
Board(CLUB). Student Center ballrooms, 8 pm. Free.
MON., FEB. 28
SQUARE DANCE: Intervarsity Christian Fellowship. Student 
Center ballroom A, 8 pm. Free, donations accepted.
GAY RAP SESSION: Image. Russ Hall lounge, 7:30 pm. Open 
to all.
MEETING: Daytona, 1977. College Life Union Board(CLUB). 
Student Center ballroom C, noon, 4 or 6 pm.
TUES., MARCH 1
1 ' CARNIVAL MEETING: Collège ;Life Union Board(CLUB).
St udënt Celiter méëtirig room 1, '3 pm;.' '
MEETING: Committee Agairist Racism(CAR). Student 
Center, Meeting Room 3, Noon.
MOVIE: “Day of the Locust.” Council on International and 
National Affairs. SC Ballrooms. 8 and 10 pm. $.50 with SGA 
ID, $1.00 others.
WED., MARCH 2
CATACOMBS: College Life Union Board(CLUB). Free food 
and entertainment. Student Center third floor lounge, 8 pm. 
MOVEABLE FEAST: Women and the Priesthood"in the 
Moravian Church. À. McCollum. G313,8 pm.
DANCE LESSON: Mary Hickson/Graham Technique.
. Sp9n?ojretl by:Dance „Club. DanceiStudio^^O^m ,- Sfi pentç, 
SGA ID, $1, others.
MEETING: Marketing Club. Student Center ballroom B, 4 pm. 
BUSINESS MEETING: Delta Kappa Psi. Peter Russo, 5:30 
ISRAELI COFFEEHOUSE: Sponsored by Jewish Student 
Union(JSU). Student Center Ballroom B, 8 pm to 1 am. 
Admission : $1. Live band, Israeli food, entertainment.
ISRAELI DANCING: JSU. Life Hall Cafeteria, 6 to 7:30 pm. 
25 cents, students and 50 cents non-students.
MEETING: For Foreign students interested in establishing an 
' International Student Organization. SC Ballroom C, noon. AT 
^  students are welcomed and encouraged to attend.
By Barbara Ponsi
Where is the line drawn 
between ticketing and towing? 
What is the distinction between 
campus and munieipal ticketing?
Sgt. William Hotaling of the 
MSC campus police outlined the 
present ticketing policy and also 
pointed out a minor procedural 
change that was implemented 
Tuesday.
‘ Campus tickets are issued for 
parking violations, that is 
nonmoving violations,” Hotaling 
explained. “ Tickets are issued to 
cars parked on a major roadway, 
such as College Ave., those 
parked in. a no-parking zone and 
those impeding traffic, mainly.”
Students are presently also 
issued campus tickets when their 
cars fail to display a valid decal; 
although in past semesters, these 
were the only offenses where 
municipal tickets were given, 
according to Hotaling. Ibis 
semester’s policy for municipal 
ticketing is still undecided, he 
said.
The SGA now has charge of 
appealing tiek^t^ ^dihli^g said;a 
student had it) ' days.' to" appekl 
the $5 campus ticket; after th^t 
period has passed, he forfeits 
future opportunity for appeal.
While there is no proscribed 
time slot within which payment 
is due, Hotaling warned that the
wirvgv majr wiiimuiu 11 dliaunpis
or graduation certificates from 
students who have failed to pay 
parking fines.
Cars are sometimes towed in 
addition to being ticketed, 
“depending on the situation,” as 
Hotaling put it.
‘rWe will tow cars if they are 
blocking cars in, parked in afire 
zone, or parked on a roadway in 
such a way, in our judgment, to 
prevent fire trucks from coming 
through,!* he explained.
“We try to contact the owners 
at times but it’s difficult,’' he 
continued. We trace their decal 
number 'at the registrar’s office 
and from there we get their 
schedules but if they’re not in 
class they could be anywhere. 
It’s difficult to track them 
down.’*
When a student’s car is towed, 
he must go to the campus 
security shack to get the name 
of the garage it has been taken 
to. Hotaling estimated towing 
charges to be from $l8-$19, 
w ith  immediate payment 
require^ (a.ggt the sar^bagk-*
The 'parkingiots kre' patrolled 
to an extent proportionate to 
thet number rtif' oarS:#fti''fcahigB&5 
Hotaling said, meaning officers 
check cars for parking violations 
more extensively during peak 
periods than when the parking 
jo t ^ r ^ e l a t i v e h ^ m g t y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
situation is usually tight at the 
beginning of the semester 
because students haven’t had a 
chance to arrange car pools or 
work out their schedules so they 
know, when they’re supposed to 
be here.
As of last Tuesday, students 
were issued, carbon copies. of 
tickets, white forms, instead of 
the originals, the blue ones. The 
originals will now go to 
processing departments in the 
Computer Center and the 
Business Office, the reasoning 
behind the move being that it 
was easier for the originals to be 
read , th e re fo re  making 
processing easier for those 
involved, according to Hotaling.
He had no figures on thé 
number of campus tickets issued 
last semester, or on the 
percentage of successful student 
appeals.
Graduation
Graduation is scheduled 
r ^ r i f h u r s j ,
The*: date-fti-^cks^ Sfriairi- is i 
Fri., May 21. School 
Receptfohs ,arë planned Tor i 
prit at locations to be 
announced. The formal 
exercises will begin at 3:30 
pm in Sprague Field.
j Semester of Foreign Study ]
Credit Toward Graduation
Fall Term— Colleges in England 
and in Florence, Italy
Spring Term - University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Applications and Brochures 
Chapin Hall, Room 13 Ground Floor
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M O N TC LA R IO N /John Scruggs
BLACK HISTORY MONTH: Alvin Poussaint, Dean o f  Student 
Affairs at Harvard, lectured on “Why Blacks K ill Blacks” as part
Ceiling Removal 
Aims To Protect
By D eborah T o rtu  c
The asbestos ceilings in Bohn 
Hall will be removed this 
summer to insure “every 
possible protection to the 
occupants of Bohn Hall,“ 
according to a memo from MSC 
President David W.D. Dickson.
The removal of the asbestos 
will cost approximately 
$250,000 to $300,000, Elliot I. 
Mininberg, Vice President for 
Administration and Finance, 
said. Replacing the ceilings with 
some form of drop-ceiling will 
cost an additional $75,000 to 
$ 100,000.
The exact prices are not 
known yet, because the work 
must go out to bids, Mininberg 
said.
The money to do the work 
will come from the college’s 
b u i ld in g  renew al and 
replacement account. The 
money in the account is the 
income “from the rental of the 
spaces to students,” Mininberg 
explained.
According to Dickson, the 
Department of Environmental 
Protection recently notified the 
college ‘ that , either sealing of 
asbestos with an approved 
coating or the more drastic
removal of asbestos were 
acceptable courses of actibn.”
The ceilings in Bohn Hall, 
which houses 600 students, were 
painted with a sealant over 
winter break, 1975-1976 and a
testing program was maintained 
to make sure that the levels of 
asbestos in the atmosphere were 
safe. The last tests indicated a 
safe level of asbestos was in 
Bohn’s atmosphere.
However, “continued concern 
by the college administration 
and by various members of the 
college community” has led tc
the daemon to remove the 
asbestos, Dickson’s memo states.
The work will be done during 
July and August, 1977.
Faye Economas, Director of 
Bohn Hall, said that the work is
being done during those months 
so that Jhe building will be able
to open for fall semester or, 
schedule.
She added that if it takes all 
of July and August to do the 
work, Bohn will not be able to 
house any conferences. “The 
revenues from the conferences
are used to defray room rent and 
housing costs,” she said.
She called the decision to 
have the ceilings removed a good
one and explained that one of 
the arguments for not having
them sprayed again with a 
sealant is that any disturbance of
the sprayed ceilings increases the 
amount o f asbestos in the
atmosphere.
‘Watchdog of Free Speech9
NEW BRUNSWICK-At a 
meeting of eight NJ college 
newspapers Saturday, officers 
were elected and a constitution 
adopted for the NJ Collegiate 
Press Association (NJCPA).
The newspapers met at 
Douglass College to unite “under 
the common ideal of a free 
press” and “join to uphold thpse 
rights and freedoms and guard 
against their hindrance by any 
outside forces,” according to the 
constitution.
Donald Scarinci, former 
M O N T C L A R I O N  
Editor-in-Chief, "was elected 
President, and Irene McKnight, 
fo rm e r  MONTCLARION 
Managing Editor, was elected 
sec re tary . Marc Medoff, 
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
GAUNTLET Editor-in-Chief, 
became Vice President and 
Karen Caliciotti, Douglass 
CAELLIAN Business Manager, 
treasurer.
“ The main purpose of the 
organization is to act as a 
watchdog of free speech and to 
h e lp  new spapers w ith
problems,” Scarinci said.
Scarinci noted that there is 
presently no existing state 
organization that caters to the 
interests of the student press. 
* Even the NJ Press Association 
does not now extend itself to 
the college press,” he said.
The last collegiate press 
association disbanded in 1973 
for unknown reasons. While it 
existed, it sponsored several 
journalism workshops and press 
conferences including one with 
then NJ Gov. William Cahill.
The current NJCPA has its 
roots in ideas that came under 
discussion at the NJ Student
Association (NJSA) Glassboro 
State College conference in 
October. At the weekend
meeting, college newspaper
representatives spoke of forming 
their own organization.
A November meeting of 
NJCPA at Kean College gave the 
organization a list of goals, more 
support and a steering
committee to divise a 
constitution.
‘ It’s difficult to get editors
with so many different 
viewpoints to agree on a 
constitution and it’s even more 
difficult to get them to agree on 
funding,” Scarinci said.
“Newspaper editors generally 
aren’t into bureaucracy so the 
eight editors who sat through 
the debate deserve a lot of 
credit,” he added.
Scarinci has received 
unanimous telephone support of 
NJCPA and expects all of NJ’s 
28 college newspapers to provide 
som e funding for the 
organization.
Scarinci noted that future 
meetings would be more 
conversational and instructional 
than. constitutional- ; NJCPA ; is 
currently planning, a prdss 
conference and an instructional 
workshop for March.
Also in the planning is 
membership in the NJ Press 
Association which would 
provide specialized legal service 
and other advantages for the NJ 
college newspapers.
Dorm Lottery Examined
The lottery system which is currently used to 
accept students into on-campus housing was 
recently examined as the result of an 
investigation into housing practices.
Raymond Stover, Director of Housing, met 
Tuesday with John Slorance, Mark Motley and 
Rich Figel, authors of an investigative report on 
housing, to discuss the lottery system.
Stover explained that although housing was 
once offered simply on the basis of distance, 
this is no longer done. One reason is because 
people living closer to the college would never 
have the chance to experience on-campus life.'
“I think that people whbjlive a considerable 
distance' should have first preference to  the 
dorms,” Marlene Barbora, a Bohn Hall resident, 
said. “Due to the fact that I live two and 
one-half hours away it would be inconceivable 
to me to commute but there are people living in 
the dorms who could commute.”
According to current housing policy, 
applicants to the residence halls living beyond 
25 miles of MSC “will be accepted by lottery 
until all available spaces are filled.”
Clove Rd. apartment acceptances are 
determined by lo tte ry : within different 
priorities. Top priority is given to groups of two 
or four students living beyond 25 miles of the 
college.
Housing is more than having a room on 
campus, Stover said. It offers residents such 
options as the Intentional Community, 
freshman seminars and leadership roles for 
student staff members.
“Just as English 101 is offered to a lot o f  • 
people, so should on-campus housing,” he 
believes.
“I would think freshman should have some 
kind of priority for living on campus — at least
the first semester or the first year,” Montley, a 
senior, said.
Stover explained that 40 percent of all spaces 
are held open for freshmen, yet not even all 
freshman and transfer students- could be 
guaranteed housing.
Five percent of all housing spaces are held 
open for documented medical or emotional 
spaces. Fifteen spaces are held open for 
freshman athletes and nine are held for 
freshman musicians. Four spaces are reserved 
for the elected executive board of the \ 
Residence Hall Federation, an inter-dorm 5 
council.
One outcome of the meeting is the 
possibility of informing students of housing’s 
practices concerning the lottery and the 
reserving of rooms through materials given out 
to future housing applicants, which was 
suggested by Stover.
Roughly 1800 applicants applied for the 
1375 housing spots which were open last 
September, Stover said.
“My expectations are for more applications ; 
this year than we’ve ever had,” he added.
Stover gave the success of the Clove Rd. 
apartments as one reason for this.
Slorance asked if it were possible to give 
some housing applicants a guarantee of housing, 
especially those in the top priority.
Stover responded “We can’t make a 
guarantee because every year it’s a new ball 
game.”
Such factors as the economy, newspaper 
publicity concerning MSC and fees and tuition 
charged by other schools influence the amount 
of applicants to housing, Stover said.
i  '+s *>mb
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Eye On New Jersey^
Booher Discussed
The Booher Commission Report has been publicly released and 
its results will be a strong influence on Higher Education. The 
Board of Higher Education will receive the Report in March or 
April, 1977.
After a study of the Report, the Board will release their 
findinjgs later in the year.
The Board of Higher Education will receive a final report of 
the proposed Tuition Aid Program (TAP) at their March 18 
public meeting. A small subcommittee of the Board will hold a 
public meeting on TAP prior to March 18.
The outline of the received proposal will be made available to 
the public on Feb. 28. This proposal will form a basis for a public 
hearing on TAP to be held later in the year.
Roussman Studied
The case of Victoria Roussman, Student Activities Director at 
Ramapo College, was heard by an Affirmative Action Committee 
this week.
Roussman was attacked verbally this year when she told 
students in the Organization of Latin Unity (OLU) not to spend 
their entire budget on drugs. Members of OLU and other 
concerned students called for Roussman’s resignation, which led 
to the Affirmative Action hearing.
The Committee will send their final report to George Potter, 
President of Ramapo, this week. Potter’s final decision on 
Roussman’s job status is expected in two weeks.
GSC Comes Up Short
The Whit, the student newspaper at Glassboro State College 
(GSC) has reported that GSC will lost $400,000 in revenue if 
their enrollment figures are not met for Fiscal Year (FY) 
1977-78.
GSG’s projected enrollments arq 1,523 Full Time Equivalents 
(FTEs) short of their requested figure of 8,155 FTEs. An FTEis 
described as an imaginary student who takes 16 credits a 
semester. 6,632 FTEs will attend GSC in FY 1977-78, according 
to the state’s budgeting formula that was released.
Where’s Claude?
Claude Burrill, the former Acting President of William Paterson 
Collège (WPC), is presently attending training classes for IBM.
Burrill originally held a position as Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees at WPC. After the resignation of William J. McKeefery, 
WPC’s President, Burrill took the job of Acting President.
The Beacon, the student newspaper at WPC, described Burrill’s 
response to the appointment of Seymour Hyman as WPC 
President as “an excellent choice.” Burrill will continue his 
courses in San Francisco and Atlanta. His IBM office is located in 
Manhattan.
Rutgers Ranks First
Rutgers University has been rated number one in kinky sex on 
campus and number 17 in sexually active women by a poll 
in Genesis magazine.
Sherrie Armstrong, associate editor of Genesis and author of 
the article, took a poll of 115 colleges and universities for her 
study. Armstrong never visited the colleges for her study but sent 
her questionnaire to a random group of college students.
When interviewed by the Targum, Rutgers’ student newspaper, 
most students did not believe the findings of the poll. One junior 
history major at Rutgers noted, “This directly contradicts my 
impression of the women at Rutgers.”
-Irene McKnight
V .------------ ;---------------------------------------------------------------------- S
Dial 6 World of Ideas ’ For 
Prof’s Educational Invention
By R enee V artan
One caller asked how to build 
a playground out of old tires. 
Another wanted to know how to 
get up a greenhouse in an 
elementary school. Still another 
inquired where to purchase a 
particular type of school 
furniture.
They dialed 893-4400 and 
called the ‘ World of Ideas.” A 
recorded message asked them to 
leave their name, school or 
organization, work and home 
phone \ numbers and the idea 
they wished to investigate.
The question was answered 
by Daniel Kunz, assistant 
professor of education at MSC 
and originator of “ Ideas.”
' fhe ideas are anything 
connected with education,’ 
Kunz said. “ It could be a 
curriculum problem, a question 
about environmental education, 
or even a custodial problem.
“What ‘Ideas’ does is put 
people in touch with people-a 
link,* Kunz continued. “ For 
example, if a teacher wants to 
do something in the school, it 
avoids recreating the wheel, to 
see if someone else is doing it.” 
According to Kunz, he got the 
idea for the program when he 
was trying to find good, 
interesting programs for students 
to observe.
In his rounds as a supervisor 
of student teachers, Kunz talked 
to many educators around the 
state about his idea. He received 
a favorable response and the 
endorsement of the State 
Department of Education, along 
with virtually every professional 
educational organization in the 
state, including the Elementary 
Principals Association, School 
Boards Association and New 
Jersey Education Association.
“There has been talk of 
something similiar on a state 
wide level, possibly a statewide 
clearing house,” Kunz said. So 
far, this is the only program of 
its kind in NJ.
“I try to respond fast, usually 
within 48 hours. People don’t 
want long tedious explanations 
of things, just where to find it,9 
Kunz said.
According to Kunz, the 
program gets a minimal amount 
of funding from the Department 
of Curriculum and Teaching 
Budget, which includes printing 
and mailing costs of question­
naires he distributes and some 
student assistance but does not 
include travel expenses.
Presently, Kunz does the 
work himself. ‘ I would like to 
go on to a computerized system. 
Right now I go through drawers 
of material,” Kunz said.
If the answer to the question
is not in file, he searches until he 
finds it. He also goes through 
various journals every month 
adding to the file with new 
program ideas.
Kunz would like to send more 
questionnaires to schools 
throughout the state to increase
the response but said the 
procedure was too expensive. 
Now he is hoping for a grant 
that will enable him to expand 
the service throughout the state.
‘ This year the mailing list 
grew from 600 to 1600. If I 
could reach all the schools I 
want, it would be 4000,” Kunz 
said.
“So far, the people that have 
used the system think it’s very 
good. In the long run, if people 
used it to the extent I’d like 
them to, it could save a lot of 
money in education,” Kunz said.
A graduate of MSC, Kunz 
received an MA in mathematics 
education at Kean College and 
Ed D in  education  
administration at Rutgers, New
Brunswick. He was a graduate 
assistant to the deans of Rutgers 
Graduate School of Education 
and served as a consultant to the 
State Department of Education 

























★  Forensics Club ★
Forensics Club went to Suffolk University in Boston, Mass, on February 11& 12
Results: Sylvia Belinfante won 6th place in Informative Speaking.
A Professor Gerald Ratliffe makes his 2nd victory by winning 5th place in
Original Poetry.
Montclair participated with 21 other colleges including NYU, George Mafcon 
University from Virginia, Morehouse Univ. from Georgia, and even Calif. State, and 
U.S. Coast Guard Academy
The club is headed by Dr. Wayne Bond Coach- Debbie Casperino 
Others that participated: David Anderson Frances Portlock Alan Reinecke 
Sylvia Belinfante Gerald Ratliffe
For more info, call Sylvia 694-1659 
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Humanities Announces Awards
By Beverly B oyarsky 
The School of Humanities has announced the 
Third Annual Memorial Prizes in the 
Humanities, established in 1974 in memory of a 
former student in the philosophy and religion 
department, Salvatore Vincent Cantanzaro.
Cantanzaro was a student who was admired 
and loved by his many friends in the humanities 
department. He died in June 1973 of a blood 
disease while he was still studying at MSC. In 
the summer before his death, he spent several 
weeks as a guest of the Oblate Fathers of St. 
Francis de Sales in Switzerland.
While there, he wrote a letter expressing his 
humanitarian philosophy. It read as follows: 
“The time has come for the conscious person 
to recognize the uselessness of expending 
valuable energies in the pursuit and acquisition 
of wordly gains. Partaking in existence and 
hence death, we should dedicate our lives to the 
betterment of living conditions. I personally 
believe that if we can illuminate people to the 
unalterable fact of death in an acceptable way, 
we could then persuade them to try to be more 
kind and loving to their neighbors.
We must accept the fact that it doesn’t really 
matter what status, possessions, wealth, or fame 
we are able to accumulate in this world. 
Recognizing this fact, what other path is open 
except that of selfless dedicationTNone. It has 
long been known, however, that actions do not
come as easy as words. So, I beseech whatever 
power provided this glorious display we call the 
universe to grant me whatever is needed to 
actualize my beliefs.”
Last year, the humanities department gave 
out $375 worth of prizes. This year’s prize 
money will be derived from the proceeds of a 
book sale, to be held on March 14, 15 and 16.
Anyone can donate books, including faculty 
members. The sale will be in Partridge Hall, 
Room 313 and will be administered by students 
in the philosophy and religion department. The 
co-chairpersons for this year are Mary Ann 
Woods and Eric Reiginger. They will work with 
a committee and obtain a panel of judges from 
various departments.
There will also be a special category: the 
Carolyn Bock Prize in Classical Civilization 
given by the classics department. This prize is in 
memory of Carolyn Bock, the former 
chairperson of the classics department, who 
died in December. The award will be presented 
for the best entry dealing with classical culture 
and civilization. This category will be judged 
separately from the customary range of prizes.
An awards reception will be held in May for 
all the winning entries.
Entries are due by March 31. They may be 
submitted in Partridge Hall, Room 317. For 
further information, call extension 5144.
Sex Crimes Can Be Deterred
Ldiirh’Bcifidririo"
h i fnndaZ mrif-hr ’ Last semester; rftfee separate
MSC wdniert re p 6 r ted ' v sexual
harassments, one involving
assault, to the N J State campus
police. Because of their reports,
a suspect — the same in all three
cases — was caught and
apprehended.
According to Sgt. William 
Hotaling of the police, he was 
taken to court and remanded to 
Greystone State Hospital for 
psychiatric observation. The case 
is pending until the necessary 
reports are made. The 
defendant,’ by the way, is a 
student at MSC.
What this arrest signifies is 
that something can be done 
about sex crimes if the victim is 
willing to cooperate with the 
authorities. *
As the members i  of the 
‘‘Committee on the Concerns of 
Women” wrote on their notice 
in December 1976, which was 
posted on campus, ‘ This is what 
we can accomplish together: 
swift, confidential and effective 
response to the threat of rape, 
the rumor of rape or the crime 
itself. It will take all of us. Please 
count yourself in.”
This unofficial campus 
committee, comprised of 
students, faculty and staff, was 
formed in response to a rape 
occurring around December, 
1975. The victim in question did 
not report the crime, even 
though it involved further injury
to her body, because as Kay 
Andres*r a' ’committed-Pibfhbfei'V 
put it, “She said -she was 
probably partly at fault.”
So it was with great 
indignation that Andres and 
others joined together with the 
express purpose of combating 
rape and other sex crimes^ by 
educating the public and 
supplying the victim with 
medical, emotional, legal and 
other support in an attempt to 
encourage her to report the 
crime.
; In, addition to prpyjding hplp 
for women after rape has 
occurred, Andres said she hopes 
someday to focus on the other 
kind of rape, the kind that 
occurs on a date, when the male 
will not accept “no” for an 
answer and the female gives in 
because she is convinced she will 
suffer sqme, kind of -physical 
damage if she does not give in to 
him.
Eventually, she said, she 
would like to have discussions 
on the myths of male sexuality 
as part of freshman orientation.
Back in April 1976, the group 
sponsored a Rape Awareness 
Day. Representatives from area 
police departments, hospital 
em ergency  room s and 
prosecutors’ offices came 
together to present the issue.
Lt. Donald Blydenburgh, of 
the Sex Assault Rape Analysis 
Unit, Newark police department, 
defined rape in legal terms as
“vaginal penetration With lack of 
coil sent.’’'It'i&s'agíeéd that rape 
was a crime of violence, in 
addition to being a sex crime.
Andres reinforced- the 
consensus by describing rape as 
“not a crime of lust but of 
hatred.”
Most rapists are recidivists, 
that is, repeaters and if they are 
not caught they will continue to 
rape with impunity.
The victim, by alerting and 
discussing her experience with 
sympathetic listeners, may avert 
i “ con tinu ing  psychological 
damage,” Andrés pointed put.
She promised that she can 
“assure a victim of a constant 
companion,” one who will assist 
in securing whatever support is 
necessáry. All reports will be 
taken seriously and kept strictly 
confidential. “The victim is 
boss” and no further action will 
be taken unless requested or - 
permitted by her, she said.
Andres can be contacted for' 
help in College Hall at room 
306. Her extension is 4431. The
campus emergency number is 
extension 4111. Andres pointed 
out that the campus police are 
trained men who have become 
sensitized to rape and will not 
take the matter lightly. Also 
available at Andres’ office is a 
pamphlet called “Protective 
Measures to Prevent Rape,” 
outlining personal safety tips for 
women.
Carnival 9s Coming
By Helen M oschetto
If the ‘\o ld  white s tu ff’ 
enveloping the MSC campus has 
made you think once too often 
of Siberia or the like, the College 
life Union Board’s (CLUB) 
Carnival ’77 might be the 
answer. Following the theme 
Main Street USA, Carnival ’77 
might help rejuvinate warm and 
comforting good o f American 
vibrations.
Imagine the now snowy, wet 
parking lots, No. seven lot 
adjacent to Panzer Gym and 
No. nine opposite College Hall 
transformed into the nostalgic 
grande saloon days — complete 
with barbershops and ice cream 
parlors when Main Street USA 
¡begins on Fri., April 22, 
f continuing ‘ through Suri. ; April 
24.
Connie Taylor, Chairperson of 
Carnival, set the upcoming scene 
by explaining the features of the 
three-day festive occasion.
Five activities, involving both 
\ on-campus and off-campus 
organizations will help make the 
event complete. Three adult 
electric rides and a pony ride 
will be present for both young 
and old enjoyment with food 
-arjd gajqe hpoths (pis less 
adventurous.
;The' booths can be1- secured 
with a $30 nonrefundable 
deposit and only after an initial 
request form has been approved.
Taylor explained that the
booths are given on a “first 
come, first serve basis” and that 
all profits go to the 
organizations manning the 
booths.
A flea market, to be held 
Saturday and Sunday during the 
day is open to the public with a 
$20 fee charged for space rental 
and a $10 fee for students.
Finally, all MSC art students 
interested in displaying then- 
works will be able to in the 
visitors lot adjacent to College 
Hall.
Taylor said that four prizes 
will be awarded based in the 
following categories: Most 
Original Decoration for food 
booth and game booth and Most 
Profitable for food booth and 
game booth, ,Criteria will be 
based on title in relation to. the 
Main Street USA theme, 
originality in appearance and 
p resen ta tion , quality of 
construction and design and 
general appearance.
Taylor emphasized that help 
is needed for the flea market, 
pony rides and selling and 
counting tickets. Anyone 
interested should contact the 
CLUB office.
She also expressed hopes that 
bD MSC students would invite 
their “friends, neighbors and 
relatives alike” and added, “ Pray 
that there is no rain!” 












PILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
A CLIN IC  FO R
ABO RTIO N SERVICES
Free Pregnancy Test, Examination and Counselling
746-1500
393  BIoo as field Ave., Montclair, N.J. 0 7042  
N.J. State Licensed Abortion Facility
Switzerland
from $398I
i  Round-Trip / X A i r f a r e / P  /R o u n d - ^ PAirfare
When TWA charter 
flights start taking off for 
Europe, don’t be left 
behind.
Book now. Seats are 
already going fast.
One reason is, of 
course, our unbelievably 
low prices.
The other: government 
regulations require that 
you book at least 45 days in 
advance. (Many people are booking ahead as 
many as 90 just to make sure they get a seat.)
Hut the savings aren't just up m  the air. You 
also save a bundle on the ground, because there 
are all kinds of tour packages to go with the 
low charter airfares.
|  So sign up  now. And you’ll be paying a 
fraction of what you'd regularly pay to Europe.
H ow lK W O ffel. '
TWA cannot bôok you directly because of 
government regulations. So for reservations, 
contact your Travel Agent.
But first you probably need more 
information, So why not send in the coupon, 
and you ll get a brochure describing the
programs . If you would be interested in 
organizingjrour own college charter, write: 
Manager, TWA Charter Sales, Box 25, Grand 
Central Station, New York, New York 10017. ;
Book now, don’t  delay.
Flights begin in  May and end In 
September, 1977. And don't forget, because of 
the extraordinary low prices on TWA Charters, 
you must book and pay in advance*
Prices depend on when you go and how long 
you stay, and—'if hotel is includaa—where you 
y. Prices «are per person, double occupancy,
* ietaxes. *
’ So don’t  put off Europe another 
minute. With TWACharters taking off, you 
can’t afford to stay home.
J T m  Charters
I Box 25Grand Central Station
(New York. New York 10017Please send me more Information 
I on TWA charters to.
(Destination) ____ .... .
I When do you want to got —-
I For how long’  __ -------- — .
! (Airfare on ly)--------- ---- —-
I Surdon! __ _  Téacher
I Name..-------------- -
! Address ...... ------- —
I C i t y .I .. . . ......S
(Airfare/hotel)__
_ _ _ _ _ _  Other-
Being the best isnt everything, its the only thing:
TWA C H A R T E R S ^ ^ ^ ^
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M O N T C L A R IO N / Andrea Schweid
BACKSTAGE: Timothy Leary relaxes during a short press conference 
after the lecture, sponsored by CLUB.
LSD Prophet of 60 ’s
Of Fans and Skeptics
Preaches
(C ont. from  p. 1)
Leary, denied that he was 
yearningfqi^a lost past where he 
reigned as a symbol for the drug 
generation.
“I don’t want to lead a light 
brigade charge back to 
Woodstock. I don’t want to 
erect golden statues of hippies 
with flowers in their hands. But 
the children of the 60’s have 
experienced more realities that 
didn’t exist before.”
Leary was a pioneer of group 
therapy back in the 50’s, long 
before the outbreak of the 
consciousness movement in the 
60’s. The American Medical 
Association once scoffed at his 
idea - of “changing one’s 
consciousness by willing it.” Yet 
today the possibility of 
expanding one’s consciousness 
and the actuality of it is widely 
accepted.
“What has happened in the 
60’s is still happening today,” 
Leary said. “There will never be 
a slow-down. We create reality. 
We can change it. We are 
experiencing external tripping 
and voyaging outward.”
He believes we will soon 
create an existence so profound 
and advanced that even death 
will be an option. “Death is a 
self-destruct button,” he said. 
“We are at the threshold to 
diffuse this button -  to have 
immortality.” Leary is 56 years 
old.
With his characteristic 
optimism, he predicted that at 
least 50% of the people in the 
audience would be living or
on Space
visiting in space.
“Not a 2001,” he laughed. 
“Our worlds will be .pleasure 
.w orld, where bi-sexual 
vegetarians, teamsters tad  the 
Hells Angels can create a 
communal reality of their own 
selection.”
Space colonization should not 
be seen as ■ a new form of 
entertainment, he warned, citing 
reasons why the earth would 
soon be incapable of supporting 
human life by itself.
Beyond the physical need to 
leave the earth, Leary implied 
there was a spiritual one as well. 
“Astronauts, you know, look 
into their eyes *and my God, 
they look like acid heads!” he 
shouted gleefully. The audience 
laughed and stamped their feet 
in approval, glad to find even an 
obscure trace of the old Leary.
Just as the audience was 
devouring his every word, Leary 
paused and assumed a serious 
expression. “I ask you, I beg 
you, don’t believe anything I 
say,” he said slowly. “Don’t 
impose inflexible doctrines on 
yourself, because that’s doing 
injustice to your nervous 
system.”
Backstage, after the lecture, 
Leary seemed to be a trifle 
exasperated with people who 
demanded scientific evidence to 
back up his theories. “Look,” he 
said, gesturing to the reporters, 
“ I’m a genetic weatherman. 
Space colonization is inevitable, 
whether I talk about it or not. 
Options is the name of the 
game.”
By R ich Figel
As the lines began to form 
o u ts id e  the M emorial 
Auditorium doors, it became 
obvious that this was not your 
basic MSC audience.
Many were “older.’'  They had 
come from a different time and 
place and it seemed as if they 
didn’t want to forget it. Guys 
with long, frizzy hair pulled 
back in  pony-tails and scraggly, 
untrimmed beards. Girls with 
little concern or use for the 
fashions in this month’s 
Cosmopolitan.
They were all there to see 
Timothy Leary.
And there was another side 
too. There were freshmen girls in 
bathtub-faded jeans neatly 
tucked into Frye boots, looking 
very clean and natural, some of 
them dragging along boyfriends 
whose only “tripping” was done 
on disco dance floors.
It was, to say the least, a 
diverse crowd. Why did they 
come to see Timothy Leary?
“ Because Timothy and 
Margaret Mead are preparing to 
guide the young people into a 
new world,” a grandmotherly
supporters for her Leary-Meade 
scheme. On LSD: “I believe it 
should be legal. My daughter has 
tried it.”
Anne Vrabel, a freshman 
home economics major, had a 
much different reason for 
attending the lecture: “i had a 
sister at Rutgers in the late 
1960’s who heard him speak 
before he went to jail.”
Jim Bonner, a senior English 
major, said, “ i wanted to find 
out what happened to him after 
the 60’s.”
And Kim Koyen, a sophomore 
dietetics major, simply replied, 
‘T don’t know. I’ve read about 
him.” Did she know what to 
expect in his lecture? “i have no 
idea. Can you tell me?”
Surprisingly — or perhaps not 
so surprisingly, considering 
M S C ’ s c o n s e r v a t i v e  
image — much of the audience 
was made up of outsiders.
Alayn Brodsky and Greg 
Matloff, both members of the 
NY Chapter of the “L-5 
Society,” came to see Leary 
because their society basically 
agrees with Leary on space 
migration. During his talk Leary
New York University, had one 
criticism of Leary: “j don’t 
think Leary should have 200 
children in outer space as he said 
he would in interviews.” Still, 
Matloff called Leary. a 
* tremendous influence” on him 
in the area of consciousness 
expansion.
Thirty-one year-old Brodsky 
does a show called ‘ Cosmos” for 
a Manhattan cable television 
station and wanted to do a show 
on Leary’s plans.
There were even politicians on 
hand for the event.
Don Meinhauser of the 
Libertarian party thought it 
would be an ideal chance to plug 
their platform. Leary, he said, 
was an anarchist and that’s what 
his party and Leary had in 
common. 4 He believes in the 
same two basic commandments 
we follow: Thou shall not alter 
thy  neighbor’s conscious 
without his consent; and thou 
shall not stop thy neighbor from 
altering his conscious.”
When it was over, many 
admitted that it wasn’t quite 
what they had expected — even 
when they weren’t sure what
looiang woman explained.
The 52 year-old woman, who 
called herself-“ Iceberg Annie,” 
was on leave from a rest home in 
Clifton and busily recruiting
WUUIU give me lo  society s they expected. But the
address for more information on 
space migration.
“epidemic of good feeling” that 
Leary says he’s observed in his 
However, Matloff, a 32 40 college lectures thus far,
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Drinking Deemed a ‘Drug of Choice’
By Lisa B urkhart 
A workshop dealing with 
problem- drinking is among those 
being sponsored by the 
Psychological Services Center
this semester. The series of 
workshops,* scheduled to start 
this week, will examine 
problems considered common 
among students.
R obert Coggins, staff
psychologist at the Center, will 
lead the group, using methods 
that he has utilized during many 
years of experience with
problem drinkers.
Goggins’ approach to the 
group includes ‘‘relaxation 
training,” group discussion and 
more healthful eating. These 
methods are derived from 
behavioral psychotherapy and
are; meant to change a person’s 
lifestyle.
R elaxation training is 
centered on a 15 * minute tape 
repeated everyday as continued 
reinforcement, which makes a 
person open and receptive to 
positive and negative suggestions 
about alcohol. Diet is planned 
according to high protein 
c o n t e n t  an d  re fin ed  
carbohydrates. The group will 
discover differences in blood 
sugar levels and how they affect 
the desire for alcohol.
‘ The basic question that the 
group asks is not what are you 
drinking but what are you doing 
with your life? If you’re not 
satisfied with your life, then the 
group can help you,” Goggins 
said. Goggins commented that 
not everyone has a drinking 
problem but that there are many 
true alcohol addicts on our
Guest Speakers 
To Talk in Class
Two guest |  lecturers will 
discuss collective bargaining as it 
affects federal and municipal 
employes ¡n upcoming sessions 
of MSC’s graduate course in 
“Collective Bargaining in the 
Public Sector.”
Commissioner Irwin Gerard of 
the Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service will address 
theiclass on Tues,, March I; and 
Hefberf Haber, former director 
of labor relations for the city of 
New York, the following Tues., 
March 8.
The class, which is taught by 
Sidney J. Kronish, professor of 
economics, meets on Tuesday 
evenings at 6 pm in Rm. 258, 
Mallory Hall. It is open to 
visitors for guest lectures.
Please
campus.
Goggins pointed out that the 
common pattern among students 
is to drink excessive amounts of 
alcohol periodically, especially 
the F riday-Saturday-Sunday
habit that can develop into a 
problem. Goggins does see an 
increase in the number of people 
who have turned to alcohol in 
current years. It has become the
preferred ‘ drug of choice’ over 
drugs such as marijuana.
Goggins plans to help problem 
drinkers by changing their 
present behavior. “The group is 
not meant tq be moralistic; we 
care more about changing a 
person’s habits. We want you to 
relax and enjoy more healthful 
living.”
The group will begin Tues.,
March 1 and meet every Tuesday 
at 1 pm. Students who are 
interested should respond 
quickly to assure that the 
workshop will be held. Lack of 
interest would cause its 
• cancellation.
Other workshops will explore 
such areas as weight control, test 
an x ie ty , sexual identity, 
assertiveness and college for
those over 30. Anyone 
interested can sign up in Annex 
4F. Room 9.
The M O N T C LA R IO N  
welcomes new writers 
for Arts , News and 
Sports.The
challenge.
Here’s the challenge. You’ll need a watch in numerical order. When you’ve reached 
and a pencil. Start with number 1 in the cen- number 60, check your watch. If it took you 
ter of the ribbon. Then, as quickly as you less than three minutes, you’ve met the 
can, cross out every number, one at a time challenge.
'5 6 2 47 9 38 '
10 37 57 16 19 46 35
33 24 7 51 21 42 4
,32 54 43 12 60 52 31 41 55J
39 23 15 1 45 50 25
13 22 28 34 53 48 26
49 27 14 59 20
#58 30 11 40 8 29 3 1
36 6 44 18 5 17
When there’s a challenge, 
quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There’s another Challenge we’d like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of 
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare 
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You’ll 
like Pabst b'etter. Blue Ribbon quality means the best 
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.
PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
©1976. PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, Wis:, Peoria Heights, III.. Newark, N. J., Los Angèles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
Patronize Ôur Advertisers
They Support Your College Paper
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Minority Men Speak on White Women
By Sylvia Endick
‘ Men are superior to women 
and the black man is the most 
superior,” Reuben Johnson 
asserted.
Johnson, Director of the 
Educational Opportunity Fund 
(E O F ) ;  Suresh Desai, 
Chairperson of the economics 
department; and Carlos Ortiz, 
Assistant Director of EOF, 
banded together for the second 
and third parts of a Women’s 
Center program.
The program “Men Come to 
Talk With Women’ was a panel 
discussion of perceptions of 
women by minority males.
Desai, Johnson and Ortiz 
represented the Indian, black 
and H ispanic cultures, 
respectively.
The program proved so 
successful last November that it 
was continued in two sessions 
which were held on Feb. 9 and 
16.
Johnson began the first 
discussion stating, ‘ I wanted to 
come over as a minority male to 
talk to females. We are all 
minorities so we ought to hook 
up and form a liason.”
Five minutes later, however, 
Johnson said, ‘ Women are not 
the same as men. In the natural 
oiler of things, men are superior' 
arid the black man is the most; 
superior.’
The all-female attendees were 
in an uproar. ‘ Why? ” they cried 
out simultaneously.
Johnson refused to support 
his statement, repeating, ‘T am 
better than all women but I 
don’t disrespect them or treat 
them improperly.’
“ Do you think that one could 
survive without the other?* a girl 
questioned Johnson. “No,” 
Johnson answered, “ if one can’t 
survive without the other, how 
can you say that you’re 
better? ” the girl insisted.
Another middle-aged woman 
yelled, “Reuben, I’d like to box 
with you.” (Johnson later said 
that he was in “bad shape 
psychologically’ during the first 
session).
Ortiz felt that man is not 
superior in a total sense but is 
superior, physically. “ It has been 
demonstrated and proven,” 
Ortiz said.
Johnson was asked whether or 
not he’d be angry if he was 
competing for a job and lost out 
to a female. Johnson said that 
he’d be angry only if it was a 
white female.
W hite women aren’t
R euben Johnson  
Director o f EOF
minorities, he said.
“ But we’re still discriminated 
against,” a white woman 
responded. “Not as much as 
people of color,” Johnson said.
Curtis Jackson, Associate 
Director of EOF, who is also 
black, elaborated on Johnson’s 
opinion. He said that the upward 
mobility of their families was 
being blocked by white females 
who were really only a 
pseudo-minority,,
A woman who attended the 
lecture felt that racial
discrimination had lessened since 
great court battles had been 
fought and affirmative action 
had been undertaken. “Black is 
in now,’* she said.
“Black has never been in,” 
Johnson retorted.
“They’re playing the game 
but when you get to the end 
you’re still out,” a black woman 
commented.
Desai said, “Is it possible that 
when a white man makes 
decisions he has a sense of fear 
of a black man and will choose 
to go along with a white 
female.”
‘ The black man’s and white 
man’s worlds are . different. 
Wouldn’t he want someone from 
the same world and culture? He 
has a perception of white 
women; lie knows where they’re 
coming from,” Desai continued.
Ortiz said, “I don’t know 
where I fit into this. I’m an 
entirely different race than 
anyone here. It’s a different 
dilemma. I’m tom between a 
mixture of different races..Some 
Hispanic people who have dark 
skin have problems similar to 
black people. Others with lighter 
skin have the same problems as 
white people.”
Johnson said that women 
have had problems making more 
money than their husbands 
because of the socialization 
process. ‘ Women are taught that 
they should marry upward,” he 
said.
Desai said, “In the operational 
level people are making rational 
decisions if the wife is making 
more money. A higher income 
makes the adjustment more 
acceptable.”
Desai also said that it makes 
women freer if their husbands 
have steady jobs, tf you’re not 
satisfied with your job you can 
experiment in different areas 
and pursue different interests.
You Buy’em—You Keep’em
(Con t. from p. 1) 
expressed concern over the new 
policy. After purchasing books 
on a Monday, she attempted to 
return the same books the next 
day. Since her receipt dated the 
purchase on the Saturday 
before, the books were not 
returnable.
Elghandour, who works in the 
Rathskeller, noted that the 
entire Student Center is 
becoming less student-oriented 
and more business-oriented since 
the operation was taken over by 
H arold Ostroff, Business 
Manager of the Student Center.
Ostroff did not choose to 
answer questions about the 
Supply Store but forwarded the
questions to Gentilello.
The Store’s one-day return 
policy went into effect on last 
March 22. The one-day policy is 
extended to a two-day policy for 
sum m er and intersession 
students.
A sign describing the policy
‘»it’s a liberation of both men 
and women,'' he concluded.
A black woman asked why is 
it that when a black man 
achieves something, he doesn’t 
ususally go back to his black 
wife. Instead he takes up with 
white women. She cited a 
number o f  black celebrities for 
examples.
Johnson commented that he 
personally wasn’t attracted to 
white women at all. ‘ Minority
males — through the media — are 
made to feel that white women 
are the best looking things on 
this earth,” Johnson said.
On marriage, Johnson said 
that he would counsel black 
people never■ to marry someone 
white.
“We need as many black 
people here as possible to change 
things. A white person only 
neutralizes a black person,” he 
said.
appears on the bulletin board 
next to the store’s return table. 
Signs are not visible upon 
entering the store. Next to the 
policy sign an even larger sign 
reading “Shoplifters will be 
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Personalized Hats
SUGGESTED WORDING 
Your Full Name - City - State 
Club Name - CB Handle and Call Letters 




Roxbury, New York 12474
Please ship _( quantity ) of personalized
hand washable hats at $6.93 ea. P lease fill out your
choice of wording. $ __________
Top Line
„enclosed.
( P le a se  P r in t  — 12 L e tte rs  M axim um  )
Bottom Line
(P lease  P r in t  — 12 L e tte rs  M axim um )
Please Indicate Your Choices Below:
Color Of L e tte rin g  I I W hite ! i Yellow 
C olor Of H at I I Blue ! I R ed 1 ! G reen  I 1 P u rp le  
I. i O range I ! B lack
S tyle:
: No. 1 - Ski H at 1 F la t , No Pom pon) 
i No. 2 Ski H at (S quare  W ith P o m p o n )
• No. it - Hockey C ap (B ottom  T u rned  U p W ith Pom pon) 
i No. 4 - W atch C ap (B ottom  T u rn ed  Up, No Pom pon) 
Ship To:
N a m e ____________________________
Address
Ask About Quantity Discounts For Schools, Clubs, Business, Etc.
—éditotáaí!
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Steve Nuiver 
F rances Fleischer 
Sharon Beron
E ditor-in  C h ie f 
M anaging E d ito r  
E ditoria l Page E d ito r
The M O N T C L A R IO N  is published weekly except during examination, 
summer and winter periods, in part by funds received from  the Student 
Government Association, of Montclair state College, Upper Montclair, NJ 
07043.
Advertising rates are available upon request a t our main office in the 
Student Center. Telephone (201) 893-5169 or 893-5230.________  .
Ridiculous Policy
The S tuden t Centex, as th e  nam e indicates, is for the 
MSC studen t. T he supply  sto re , located  in  the  C enter, is 
also fo r the studen t.
But it seems th a t the  la tte r, w ith  its p resent one-day 
re tu rn  policy, has becom e m ore o f  a h indrance th an  a 
benefit fo r thé  MSC populace.
T heir policy fo r re tu rn ing  books is ridiculous. T rue 
enough , a tim e lim it m ust be m ade, b u t one-day is sim ilar 
to  having none at all. A stu d en t w ho buys a w rong book, 
finds the b o o k  he/she has purchased is unneccessary o r 
sim ply d oesn ’t have the tim e to  re tu rn  it quickly  should be 
given at least th ree  o r fo u r days to  bring it- back.
T o top  it o ff, the only  way a bo o k  will be accepted  back 
now  is w ith  a no te  from  the teacher, conjuring up  visions 
o f gram m ar s c h o o l. Or is th a t how  they  view MSC 
students? '
Why doesn’t the store allow  m ore tim e? Karen 
G entilello , D irector o f  the  supply store said (a fte r Harold 
O stroff, Business M anager o f  the S tu d en t Center, decided it 
is n o t in his best in terests to  answer questions and so 
forw arded them  to  her) th a t a one-day policy is necessary 
because o f the overload. F irst, how  m uch o f  an overload 
could there be, and second, shou ldn’t  it be part o f  the  jo b  
to  take care o f  it?
M aybe the supply store is afraid stu d en ts  will read the  
books quickly and re tu rn  them  for th e  m oney. The 
M ONTCLARION doesn’t th ink  th a t MSC studen ts  are th a t 
hard up fo r m oney to  go to  this trouble.. Even so, as long 
as the book  is still in good shape the  s tu d en t should be 
given the benefit o f  the  doub t.
G entilello  said, “ If s tuden ts  d o n ’t like o u r re tu rn  policy, 
th ey  can buy their books at an o th er s to re .” W hat could be 
m ore alienating to  a s tu d en t th an  an a ttitu d e  o f  this 
natu re . T he sta tem en t was clearly m ade w ith o u t any 
concern fo r th e  s tu d en t, especially those who live on 
cam pus and a ren ’t exactly  in the  best position  to  take a 
ride o u t to  Barnes and N oble to  acquire a book.
The supply store should change this policy. It w ould 
show the studen t a greater consideration , w hich seems to  
be lacking.
Our Goal: Free Press
The re-establishm ent o f the  New Jersey Collegiate Press 
Association (NJCPA), a fte r a lapse o f  fo u r years, m arks a 
significant event fo r the fu tu re  o f  state college new spapers.
The m ost im p o rtan t challenge o f  the  NJCPA is to  strive 
. to  insure freedom  o f the press fo r all college new spapers. 
The NJCPA also provides all-cam pus ed itors w ith  a 
chance to  com m unicate and exchange ideas to  enhance the  
quality  o f  th e ir respective publications. In add ition , less 
developed new spapers can learn and im prove w ith  th e  help 
o f  th e ir m ore established colleagues a round  the  state.
Overall, the assistance the  NJCPA will give to  the  college 
press in New Jersey will be a cata lyst fo r the  la tte r’s 
increased grow th and bette rm en t.
NO lûtéËK UVIN6 IN Sin
i
ITHOUGHT Yûü WOULPm FLEASED 10J\W  W H W W I  
WH£N I  MENTIONED pJR VIEWS ON W  W  O ff.
[students SPEAK
Is it Worth it ?
A fter spending four years at MSC do you think that you will find  a job in your field? Do 
you think that four years is enough tim e to gain the experience necessary to be able to get 
into your field?
By M ary V alenti and  M aureen Baker
‘‘Presently I am unemployed and was graduated 
last semester. Fll probably stay 
unemployed for quite awhile.
There just aren’t that many 
openings in the English field aside 




■ “I’m sure you could get a job with four years of 
college but it may not be what you want to do. It 
may not be what you went to 
school for. A lot of people get a 
job straight out of high school 
and after four years they have
‘ i hope to. Majoring in psychology and art, 
some day I’d like to work in the field of art 
therapy. There’s always a need for working with 
handicapped individuals and I 
hope to be doing so. Four years 
and field experience will 




‘ Pm a management major and you can get jobs 
but they’re not as good as I can expect. There are 
some openings. Four years is enough but graduate 
school is even better. I’ll probably 
need graduate school to get what
more experience than those who > |  ' I originally planned to get out of
go to college. They have |  four years here.’
experience in practical application Glenn Durr ■ÊmËR-





■ R â  M m
“1 don’t really have a field but I think that it 
will help me to have a degree. By having a degree, I
‘ I’m a business administration major. I think 
after four years Fll learn enough 
to get a job. I don’t know if Fll 
get it right away though. I think 




“Four years is enough if you specialize while 
you’re in college. A lot of college 
courses are too much garbage and 
no specifics. I don’t believe I’ll get 
a job in my field.”
Glenn Valis 
an thropology/19 78
‘ I think four years at MSC will help me to find 
a career in the field that I’m interested in but this 
is only for my own initiative. You 
have to want to find a fulfilling 
position and go after it.”
Nancy Reamy 
speech and theatre/1980
will probably be recognized as a 
competent, worker. Four years 
seems to be enough. Too much!” 
Louie Anello 
unco m m itted/1980
‘ No, I don’t think that four years is enough 
because it’s hard to get experience in four years as 
a business major. It’s just not the 
same as the real world. There is 
some possibility for me getting a 




‘ I’m a physical education major and I don’t 
think jobs will be available. I have 
a feeling that I will never be able 
to practice what Fve wanted to 
do. Four years is plenty of time 





r SGA NEWS CAR |
Make SGA Elections 
A Success: VOTE!
By Maryanne P reztunik
As future months will indicate, the SGA is hopefully preparing for the largest 
voter turnout at MSC since the December, 1969 election - Only MSC students 
can make these preparations a success.
Election dates have been expanded to four days, May 14. Voting machines 
will be located in the Student Center lobby and a valid ID card (with SGA 
sticker) must be shown prior to voting. Where then are the additional 
preparations?
During Spring Break all full-time students will receive letters detailing the 
election schedule: how and where petitions may be obtained, where speeches 
will be held, when campaigning will be permitted and how an absentee ballot can 
be secured. Also included will be descriptions of the positions to  be contested.
Five positions are involved in the executive election: SGA President, 
Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary and Student Representative to the Board 
of Trustees. Required for four of the positions is a minimum GPA of 2.5, as well 
as current sophomore standing. The position of Secretary also requires a 2.5 cum 
but an individual need only have freshman standing.
Collectively the four officers are responsible for the operations of the SGA. 
Most obvious is the responsibility for the administration of the ‘"$60 SGA fee’' 
which totals approximately $500,000 annually. Administratively the officers 
oversee the operations of all of the organizations and services provided by and 
for students at MSC. SGA officers are also the representatives of the student 
body to the college administration, Board o f Trustees and state officials.
The position of Student Representative to the Board of Trustees enables a 
.student to sit with the Board and express student concerns directly to the 
Board. In addition to attendance at monthly meetings, committee meetings 
and student contacts form the basic components of the position.
All of the positions will be explained in greater detail in the April mailing. For 
now, it should suffice to say that all of the positions outlined above are of great 
importance to the MSC community. On a personal level, no collegiate experience 
(and indeed, few experiences in the ‘real world’) can compare to a term as an 
SOVofficert
To encourage all interested students in running for positions, a Legislative Bill 
has been introduced to enable candidates to receive limited campaign supplies 
from SGA. Such action should permit all students desiring office to stage 
informative campaigns without regard to personal wealth.
The executive election, is also designed to allow for voting on Constitutional 
amendments. These will also be explained in the April mailing. In order to 
become incorporated into the Constitution, an amendment must be passed in an 
election involving 30% of the eligible voters. Therefore this administration is 
aiming for a 30% or better turnout.
Begin giving thought to SGA office. If you’ve got interest as a candidate 
become aware of how SGA works. Remember, campaign rhetoric and promises 
are good only until the end of the election. Once the results have been 
announced, a knowledgeable person will be expected.
If your interests don't include running for executive office at least vote in the 
election. Be a part of the largest turnout in the nation.
Maryanne Preztunik is President o f  the SGA.
CAR Defends Cherry
By H arry A. Em m a
On March 3, the Board of Trustees of 
MSC will be meeting again to consider the 
case of Robert Cherry of the 
economics department who is being 
fired for his teaching of anti-racist 
economics. The Committee Against 
Racism(CAR) is circulating a petition 
deploring this fact. We‘urge you to sign 
this petition and to attend the meeting to 
voice your opposition.
Cherry was hired in September, 1973 
as a radical economist. Since he has come 
to MSC, his understanding and ability to 
com m unicate various economic 
viewpoints is reflected in high student 
evaluations and several published works. 
Student evaluations for all of Cherry’s 
courses are very good with the great 
. majority ranging near excellent.
Cherry is the only instructor in the 
economics department who has been 
published in economic journals in the last 
four years. Within the last year papers 
have been presented by him at 
professional meetings and symposiums. In 
fact, within the last month, Cherry’s 
manuscript for a macroeconomics text 
was reviewed illustriously by Robert 
Lakachman, an international authority on 
Keynesian economics.
“Racism hurts
everyone. By the 
pitting of blacks 
against whites, 
society can only 
hurt itself”
rre s s  i
rXo>
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There has been a consistent attempt to 
suppress his anti-racist teaching. This 
suppression has included a refusal to 
approve new courses, transferring him 
from certain courses, criticism of the 
topics he chooses and criticism of his 
methods in presenting certain topics.
The economics department is the only 
social science area without a course on 
problems of discrimination, although 
Cherry has published and delivered 
several professional papers on this subject 
and has proposed a course in this area 
continuously since 1975» The 
Department Curriculum Committee 
»fused to approve the “Economics of 
Racial Discrimination” despite the fact 
that 26 people enrolled in the course. The 
course, “Economics of Social Problems’ 
which was explicitly assigned to Cherry 
when he was hired, has since the spring of
‘75 been consistently assigned to other 
faculty members. The faculty member 
who followed him in teaching it spent no 
time on economic discrimination but 
instead spent 13 weeks on problems of 
health care and the aged.
In spring 1974, Cherry was assigned to 
teach “Intermediate Micro.’* . He" 
introduced students to the iise of micro 
in explaining social issues; e.g., economics 
of crime, fertility and labor market 
discrimination. An interim Student 
Personnel Advisory Committee(SPAC) 
report, written by a student he had 
marked down for cheating in 
“ Intermediate Micro’ , documented in a 
letter from the SPAC chairperson, 
criticized the course. A minority report 
made it clear that the controversy was 
over the choice of examples used. In feet, r 
the students in the report thanked Cherry 
“for introducing them to political 
economy through Micro’ . Instead of the 
department clarifying the situation to 
majors, they have not allowed him to 
teach the course since then. Instead it has 
rotated among four other faculty 
members.
In the four times that Cherry has 
taught ‘ Principles of Micro” he has tried 
to present non-racist alternatives to 
currently used theories that stress 
marginal productivity and the racist 
culture of poverty ideas. For example, 
Cherry refutes the principle text by 
McConnell (formerly a required text) 
which explains the causes of poverty and 
income inequality by stating that “ Some 
hdividuals have had the good fortune to 
inherit the exceptional mental qualities to - 
enter the relatively high paying fields,’’ in 
essence, a racist belief.
Cherry is committed to fighting racist 
economics and racism at MSC. The firing 
of Cherry is not only connected to him 
but also to the whole principle of 
academic freedom. This principle is 
cherished among members of the higher} 
education community for just reasons. 
Education opens up the minds of those 
involved in the process. Man, nature and 
society are to be explored and questioned 
so that we may be able to grow from the 
educational experience. The silencing of 
Cherry is a step in stopping this growth. 
For racism does not just effect black 
people. Racism hurts everyone. By the 
pitting of blacks against whites, society 
can only hurt itself. Racist beliefs and the 
. resulting division among the people 
cripple any movement for reform. Racism 
can only be combatted effectively if it is 
confronted and by confronting it and 
questioning it we may continue to grow 
from our experience here at MSC.
Please show your concern by signing 
CAR’s petition and attending the Board 
o f Trustees meeting March 3.
Harry A . Emma is a political science 
major and member o f  CAR.
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SoapboxIt’s Too Late
To the Editor:
It seems totally unfair that 
students at MSC didn’t find out 
about the possibility of the 
cancellation of the Spring Ball until 
it was too late to do anything about 
it. Even though it only served 600 
students it was and is a lot more 
enjoyable than attending a movie 
on campus! It is ridiculous not to 
have a Spring Ball and most students 
would agree.
The mere fact that the ball 
always sold out an hour after 
tickets went on sale points to the 
fact that Winter and Spring Balls 
are very popular among, students.
I was not aware that our movies 
were as big a hit. The cancellation 
of the Ball makes me feel that the 
‘ legislators,’' whoever they are, 
don’t know a thing about what 
students want. I can’t wait to see 
what stupendous movies and 
lectures we’ll be having instead. 
Even though only 600 or 700 
students have the opportunity to 
go, this is no justification to cancel 
it. I’d like to know why the Latin 
American Student Organization 
(LASO) and the Black Student 
Cooperative Union (BSCU) can still 
hold their spring events when 





Irene McKnight’s Reportage 
colum n in the 2/10/77 
MONTCLARION is replete with 
statements which at best are 
questionably accurate.
For example: “Since the 
administration has no positive plans 
to improve MSC’s parking 
situation . . .” This is clearly untrue. 
We have designated and set aside 
money for an additional parking 
area in the “pits’ which will 
accomodate approximately 100 
cars. This should be completed 
before next September. We have 
designated and set aside money to 
install mechanically operated 
parking gates for visitors, 
handicapped students and several 
faculty/staff lots, all of which 
should improve our current 
situation. This too should be 
complete before September 1977.
McKnight has written that MSC’s 
enrollments for 1978 are slightly 
higher than those for the current 
year. The facts are that we have 
submitted a budget with an 
indentical enrollment as the one we 
are currently funded for.
The one thing McKnight has said 
that is completely consistent with 
the facts is that unless we all 
cooperate the situation will not
Promises
improve. The greatest single parking 
problem at MSC is the total lack of 
respect so many seem to have for 
Iheir colleagues and for our parking 
regulations.
“Parking decals
are a *hunting 
license9 on
every campus 
I  know of.”
Parking decals are a ‘ hunting 
license’ on every campus that I 
know of. There are no guaranteed 
spaces for anyone. To provide a 
parking space for every student we 
admit who owns a car would 
require more land than we own and 
would leave us looking like an 
automobile production plant.
We are hoping to buy more land 
and develop the quarry into athletic 
and recreational fields. There is no 
question that this! will , produce 
more parking areas! We have also
set aside funds to purchase three 
new shuttle vehicles so that the 
now inconsistent service can be 
brought up to truly satisfactory 
levels. These new buses should be 
on campus by September 1977.
I do not have a magic wand. I 
think we are taking every step that 
we caii to improve an admittedly 
poor situation. Consistent with 
McKnight’s article, I am asking for 
your cooperation.
Elliot /. Mininberg 




Your last issue of the MONTCLAR­
ION included an advertisement 
apologizing to patrons of Mahogany 
and Lady Sings the Blues for 
“technical difficulties.’ “In fairness 
to College Life Union Board 
(CLUB) Cinema, I think the 
campus community should know 
the malfunction which caused the 
cancellation of the film was in no 
way due to negligence or fault of 
CLUB Cinema but was rather a 
breakdown within the ventilation 
system of the auditorium.
With the prompt and efficient 
help  of the maintenance 
department, the problem has been 
rectified.
Titrvritfjpo W. Scott OiacCoriheli V
X29flTt 9/y 2- .9niC
Technical Director/Memorial Aud.
Don’t Overwork Yourself: Live It Up!
By K athy  McNeill
In the words of a small child: “Work is 
what I have to do; play is what I like to 
do.” Do you play? That is — do you take 
the time to rest from all the stress of 
daily living? You should, You deserve it!
Any activity that relaxes, excites and 
invigorates is important and valuable/Not 
only can the right kind of recreation 
restore our energy but it can give us a 
pleasing sense of achievement. Americans 
have more time off today than ever 
before. Studies also show a trend in a 
shorter work week. We can look forward 
to fewer hours of work and more time to 
“play” .
As students we need to enjoy ourselves 
now — to rest from our studies, jobs and 
other commitments. Why not make our 
recreational activities the best they can be 
and gel the most from the time, energy 
and money put into them.
Think about yourself. What is it that 
really interests you? Do you like it 
because your friends do — is it “the 
la te s t, hottest sport of the 
season”? — Rather than conform to 
others people’s likes which you may not 
enjoy, choose your own. Those activities 
will give you the most satisfaction.
T hink  about  your gasoline 
requirement;'. This cost is included in 
your recreational budget. Look at 
alternatives which do not require much 
travel or try another means of
l ié  -¿s « s
transportation, such as train or bus, 
which may be less expensive. Recreation 
can cost as little as nothing or as much as 
a few hundred dollars. Probably most 
college students would opt for the 
former. So what options are open to you?
Be creative. There are hundreds of 
ideasl^For a starter, let ’s take, a look at 
our own campus. As an undergrad, you 
can get involved in a number of campus 
organizations from the Class One’s to 
smaller clubs such as the Ski Club,
Forensic Club, Riding Club and sororities 
and fraternities. Any interest you may 
have from music, theater, athletics or 
academics — chances are you can find an 
outlet for it here.
Keep your eyes open for posters and 
announcements of concerts, sports 
events, lectures. Walk around campus.
“Something is going on every night!” says 
Suzanne Kucher, Home Economics 1979 
Mho often attends volleyball, baseball and 
cnr* football games offered by the
Vmme, ^uoaocr in your &uT I«, hot 
6-orm a. &E T you u i fo r .
b ftm iN A  BEACH {  Go on a. d ie t 
and do some euercises / /
MAY&E IF I iUST PAMIT STRIPES 
OW ir, ir HltrHT FOSS FOR.
A Beach Bau.  f t (
~m TTlf-- •-*■■■-#3*» «.«d» -•-«'» «-JK** «4P-»*
*
otuaents Intramural and Leisure 
Council(SILC). Kucher also enjoys karate 
and goes to Catacombs as often as she 
can.
If you enjoy physical activity, the 
facilities at Panzer Gym, including pool, 
sauna, weight room and universal gym are 
open to all MSC students. And of course, 
if social activity is at the top of your list, 
there’s always the Rathskeller in the 
Student Center. It would be impossible to 
name everything offered on the campus 
but the point is to remember to look 
here, too.
Check newspapers and magazines for 
activities in your town or surrounding 
towns. Many may be free events or only 
require a small fee. Don’t be afraid to try 
something new! Pass up going to the 
movies which costs about $3.50 a person 
for the newest shows and try something 
different • Recreation can be found at 
home, too. Useyourimagination.
There are hundreds of relaxing, 
invigorating things to do. With the spring 
just around the comer, consider outside 
activities like hiking, picnicking, boating. 
So go ahead and ‘ play” ! And enjoy it!
Kathy McNeill is a junior home 
economics major and weekly columnist.
zls4  rt i
The Record Collector
Sonny Stitt
Stomp O ff L e t’s Go
Flying Dutchman BDLI-1538
The most astonishing facet 
of Sonny Stitt’s saxophone 
playing is his strict fluency. 
Stitt plays pulsating rhythm 
with the trajectory that takes 
nuances and vibratos to the 
edge of musical perfection. 
Although he is an expert of 
’'deciphering chord changes, 
Stitt can still interpret the 
blues masterfully. He has the 
uncanny ability to define 
standard lyrical numbers by 
playing the lyrics precisely 
and improvising vividly 
between all spaces separating 
choruses and verses.
Ironically , Stitt is neither a 
luminary or a mimic. He has 
not combined Pres’ (Lester 
Young) swing and Bird’s 
(Charlie Parker) bop but 
rather, attempted to perfect 
both swing and bop into his 
own medium.
More than- half of Stitt’s 
newest LP Stomp O ff L et ’$ 
Go, is comprised of 
standards popularized by the 
jazz worlds two most 
innovative figures; Duke 
Ellington and Bird Parker.
“Perdido’’ an Ellington r t o w n v  nop < . favorite, is the album s finest.
out. Jon fcaddis, best known
for his superlative high scaled
playing, expresses sharp
arpeggio runs during this
quick tempo piece.
Stitt’s cool bop sax is 
heard only at the beginning 
and end of the cut. Veteran 
swing guitarist Bucky Pizarelli 
and former Blood, Sweat and 
Tears trumpeter Lew Soloff 
admirably share solo takes 
with Faddis.
“C Jam Blues” (titled 
“Duke’s Place” on the LP) 
has a beautiful melody with a 
calm tempo that gives way to 
a series of solos by all players. 
Stitt skillfully brings the 
improvisations back into the 
melody line to end the 
number.
“Little # Suede Shoes” 
(Parker) and Samba De 
Orpheo” from the motion 
Picture Black Orpheus are 
both good cuts with Latin 
accents.
Stitt’s lucidity is simply 
astounding but to call him or 
anyone else the greatest 
would be ridiculous. Others 
will surely surpass the musical 
achievements of Stitt and his 
predecessors but more 
important,' Stitt is alive and 
his genius is being 
transformed into music.
'B y Richard Galasso 
* * * * * *
Talking Heads 
Love Goes to Building on 
Fire ”/  “New Feeling”
Sire 737
New York’s most cerebral 
rock band has finally released 
a single with an album to 
follow. This is very good 
news to anyone familiar with 
Talking Heads, who, with 
their area performances, have 
proven themselves to be 
electrifying live. Fortunately 
they’ve translated themselves 
quite successfully on to vinyl, 
supplementing the Trio’s 
usually sparse Sound with 
horns! Somehow it all works 
splendidly. David Byrne’s 
terse, economical vocals and 
guitar and the crisp 
production by Tony Bongiovi 
combine to create the best 
music yet on record from the 
CBGB/Max axis. This single is 
required listing for anyone 
who thinks all New York 
bands are “punk” rock.
By E. Jeffrey DeRome




A group whose music is as 
captivating as théifiJ cülfujrM 
héritage is Renaissance. On 
their newest LP, Novella, 
they demonstrate why they 
are leaders of progressive 
classical folk rock.
The band centers around 
vocalist Annie Haslam, whose 
five octave range is displayed 
to the fullest on the record. 
Jon Camp on bass, drummer 
Terrence Sullivan, Michael 
Dunford on acoustic guitar 
and the keyboard wizardry 
of John Tout round out the 
sound.
Novella is a beautifully 
c o n s t r u c t e d  romant ic  
composition divided into five 
parts, all united in some way. 
The two longest pieces “Can 
You Hear Me? ” a n d . 
“Touching Once (Is So Hard 
to Keep)” both feature 
impressive work by Tout on 
synthesizers and intricate 
harmonies by Haslam, Camp 
and Dunford.
My personal favorite is the 
simplistic ballad “Captive 
Heart” which is built around 
Tout’s piano playing and the 
vocal prowess of Haslam in a 
tale of a search for a 
long-lasting love.
Taken as a whole Novella is 
yet one further progression 
for five incredibly talented 
people whose music is 
mesmerizing. .
By Lydia De Fretos
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The Arts Scene
MSC will present a program of 
early Flemish and contemporary 
Dutch music at Carnegie Recital 
Hall in New York, on Sun., 
March 6, at 8:30 pm. The 
concert, the second of ‘ Three 
Evenings of Chamber Music” the 
college ¡suffering at Carnegie, is 
under the patronage of the 
Consulate General of the 
Netherlands in New York.
The series brings together on 
the Recital Hall stage 
professional musicians on the 
college faculty and advanced 
music students. Gerard Schwarz, 
co-principal trumpet of the New 
York Philharmonic and a 
professor at the college, will lead 
the M S C  Chamber
Orchestra, a student-faculty 
group, in “Cyclophany VIII” by 
Han Kox.
Also on the program will be 
two faculty duos and a faculty 
solo. Oscar Ravina, violin, and 
Chaim Zemach, cello, will play 
Henk Badings’ Duo for Violin 
and Cello, and William Shadel, 
clarinet and Rosalie Pratt, harp, 
will join in Somatine by Henri 
van Praag. Shadel will also give 
the solo number, Sonata for 
Clarinet by Rudolf Escher.
Tickets to the March 6 
Concertj«e $2 for students and 
senior citizens and $4 f6r others. 
They may be reserved by calling 
the college music department at 
893-5231.
it, 'at ir it If
Harpsichordis t  Shirley 
Mathews will perform at MSC on 
Fri., Feb. 25 at 11 am in the 
Music Building.
Mathews is currently on the 
faculty of the Peabody 
Conservatory in Baltimore. A 
versatile musician, she performs 
the repertoire from 17th Gentry 
French to the favorites of Bach 
to a jazz concerto with 
symphony orchestra.
The program will contain 
works by Bach, Handel and
Duphly and is sponsored by the 
Music Arts Organization 
Commission (MAOC) and is free.
★  * ★  * ★
Two musicians from 
Montclair’s sister city of Graz, 
Austria, will present a concert in 
McEachern Recital "Hall, MSC, 
on Sun., Feb, 27, a t8 pm under 
the joint auspices of the college 
and Overseas Neighbors of 
Montclair, sponsor of the 
sister-city affiliation.
MORE MUSIC A T  MSC: In a continuation o f fine music, 
harpsichordist Shirley Mathews will perform here Fri., Feb. 25 
through the courtesy o f  MAOC.
Drive A Bargain
/ "  with
With This Year’s
O U TS TA N D IN G
Used Car Buys
1 9 7 6  G re m lin  s2 ,4 9 9
1 9 7 6  P a c e r s3 , 1 9 9
1 9 7 6  C h e v e tte  s2 ,6 9 9  
All cars are Fully Equipped with options 
including, Automatic-Trans, Body Side Molding, 
Radial Tires, Air Conditioning, Tinted Glass, 
and carry a 12 Month/12,000 Mile Warranty.
FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON MOST GM CARS 
Contact: John Salagaj
201-961-5566 National Car Rental
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jazz Ensemble 
Excels in Variety
By R ichard  Galasso 
. Chuck Israels conducted the 
National Jazz Ensemble through 
two superb and diverse sets of 
jazz music varying from Ragtime 
to ' the present at Memorial 
Auditorium last Friday night.
The former Bill Evans bassist 
and the 17 member orchestra 
came on stage clad in T-shirts, 
jeans and sneakers. The casual 
dress was accompanied by music 
that was as hot as the 
thermometer reading in the 
Auditorium.
The show began with a 
half-minUte sketch of Charlie 
Parker’s “Mooce the Moose.” 
After a short hello from Israels 
the band broke into Duke 
Ellington’s ‘ Old Man Blues.’ 
The number reflected the swing 
era using a combination of blues 
and dixieland overtones, lien 
Berger’s rhythmic, bluesy, 
baritone sax solo was backed by 
repetitious horns and winds.
T h e l o n i o u s  M o n k ’s 
“Evidence” begins with an 
erratic piano solo which leads 
into unison, disjunct horns 
reminiscent of Monk’s style. 
Laurence Feldman’s crisp tenor
solo fronts the dissonant piano 
and horns. A fast tempo bop is 
sandwiched between the eerie 
disjunct theme.
Dave Berger’s unique 
arrangement of Don Bias’ 
“Harvard Blues” was masterfully 
techniqued. The original opening 
of the song consisted of a Slam 
Stewart string bass solo which 
Berger transformed into a Jim 
"Maxwell trum pet piece. 
Maxwell’s high registered blasts 
were surrounded by an 8-bar 
blues melody.
Fats Waller’s “Jitterbug 
Waltz” was also rearranged by 
Berger. The melody, winded 
down the scale using muted 
trumpets playing whimsical 
dixieland riffs. Israels conducted 
the number dancing and tapping 
his feet to the rhythm.
The first number that Israels 
arranged for an Orchestra was Miles 
Davis’ “Nardis.” He was exposed to 
the piece while playing with the 
Evans trio. The song had little 
melody and was sung by Margo 
Hanson-. She had a great vocal 
range but was nonetheless listless 
during this unstable number.
ENJOYABLE JAZZ: Chuck Israels led the National Jazz Ensemble through a wide variety o f excellently 
played jazz tunes here last Friday night.
Hanson, who did not sing lyrics 
was often drowned out by the 
orchestra.
Ellington’s “Creole Love 
Song” was another vocalizes 
selection that the orchestra 
should have left out of their act. 
The band did not play with 
intensity and appeared relaxed 
and uninspired with the presence 
of Hanson.
However, this relaxed nature
only lasted for a few minutes 
and when the group ended then- 
second set the audience 
demanded an encore. The band 
responded with Jelly Roll 
M orton’s “Black Bottom 
Stomp.” The rousing, joyous 
piece contained all the qualities 
of the Ragtime period; high 
rhythmatic clarinets, long 
trombone howls and separate 
trumpet and sax melodies. ,
A standing ovation brought 
the Ensemble back for a ballad 
second encore. The forth 
Ellington composition, the 
moody blues ballad “Things 
Ain’t What They Used To Be” 
was skillfully played.
The Ensemble performs in- 
order to preserve the jazz of all 
periods. Israels and the group 
will no doubt continue to 
perform to standing ovations.











h irley  M a th e w s
___________________ ____________________________ A
Friday, February 25, 1977
Room 15 -- Music Building
11:00 Free
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Art Exhibit Kept 
All in the Family
By Nina Lacy
Will and Peter Barnet, father 
and son, are exhibiting, 
respectively, graphics and 
paintings at Discovery Art 
Galleries (1191 Valley Road, 
Clifton ,NJ. Hours are Wednesday 
through Saturday 1-5 pm; 
Thursday 1-10 pm and Sunday 
1 -4 pm).
The exhibit through Sun., 
March 13, is called “Barnet the 
Elder and Barnet the Younger” 
after the 16th century Flemish 
artists, the Bruegnels who, like 
the Barnets, created noteworthy 
art through two generations.
Peter Barnet, like his father 
who has instructed at the Art 
Students’ League since 1936 and 
also teaches at Cooper Union 
and the Pennsylvania Academy 
of Fine Arts, is an art educator 
as well as professional artist. He 
is professor of painting and 
drawing at MSC, studied with 
Hans Hoffman, at the Art 
S tu d en t s ’ League, Pratt 
Institute, Syracuse University 
and received his Ed D from New 
York University where his 
dissertation was on “Will Barnet: 
Artist, Teachej-.” ,iK(<
• -paintings. and 
Srints are represented in leading 
^museums throughout the US. 
Tfis works are included in the 
collections of the Guggenheim, 
Modern Art, Metropolitan, _ 
Whitney and other museums. 
Daniel Catton Rich says about 
the older Barnet’s sense of color 
and composition, * there is 
something Oriental about such 
fastidious relationships — the
feeling for space and emptiness, 
contributes to the force of his 
design- But there is more. Such 
paintings are full of unstructured 
poetry.’ He is a classical artist 
who takes his subject matter 
from things he knows, his wife, 
daughter, sons, birds and cats. A 
nostalgic work of a woman 
waiting on a ‘ widow’s walk’" for 
her man to come home depicts a 
sense of the endlessness of her 
wait. He works slowly 
methodically; “ f recreate images 
of things Fve seen,” he says.
Peter paints quickly, in bright, 
bold colors. His works are 
expressionistic and depict two 
main subjects: dogs and 
landscapes. The colors relate to 
the mood of the paintings, 
metaphors of human emotions, 
the dogs are almost always 
presented as friendly in warm 
family scenes —when the dog is 
snarling the colors are darker.
Peter states: “As a son of Will, 
from infancy on, I was 
introduced to a rich stream of 
ideas. As a young man, I met 
and visited the studios of many 
important American artists. I 
believe that this was more 
^crucial to my development as;an 
artist than any formal studies.” 
His paintings in this first NJ 
showing deal with ‘ the little 
boy in me and his fantasies, 
fears, conflicts and the need for 
love.’ These paintings vigorously 
independent in style create a 
certain mystery and tension.
William Zimmer, in the 
February 1977 Arts Magazine 
review of Peter’s winter art
LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON: Peter Barnetfleft) like his father Will(right) has become a respected artist. 
The two generations o f paintings are now on exhibit at the Discovery A rt Gallery.
I
1
GRRRl: Peter Barnet’s “Red Dog With An Evil Glint in His Eyes’ 
now hangs in the Discovery A rt Gallery until Sun., March 13.
exhibit at Chuck Levitan in NY 
says that the “ beast” might 
represent, for Barnet, a 
relationship to painting that has 
to be redefined with each 
attempt, m the way that the 
omnipresent blackbird was
Wallace Stevens’ mystic tie to 
poetry.
The younger Barnet likes to 
take stray dogs and an
assortment of mondéis as well 
as N r skyTiriFanrpTaceTrupon' 
his canvases. Sometimes his trees 
are painted pink.
The elder Barnet was a güest 
speaker last year at the Art. 
Forum at MSC. At the same 
time a few pieces of his work 
were on display at Gallery One. 
Most of the father’s works at the 
Discovery Galleries are 
serigraphs but there is a woodcut 
of Peter as a child and an etching 
of a child with a zither. The 
father has achieved, success as an 
abstract and -figurative artist, 
however the works in this show 
are all figurative.
Una E. Johnson, curator of 
Prints and Drawings at the 
Brooklyn Museum, in her 
introduction to the Museum’s 
catalogue Will Barnet— Prints 
1932-1964 stated, “Thirty years 
have passed since Will Barnet 
-began his career as an artist. He 
has not only seen the 
development of American art 
from naive social realism 
through abstract expressionism 
and geometric abstraction but 
has also been an active 
participant in this expanding 
visual development.’
ft is interesting that there is . 
some similarity in the works of 
the father and the son — both 
paint flat two-dimensional 
surfaces. The father influenced 
the son but did not dominate 
him and the son is . not 
intimidated by his father and'
respects him. This most 
interesting exhibit is a result of a 
meaningful and beautiful 
relationship of this father and 
son — two accomplished artists.
Cross Valley Rd.' and to the 
left is the Discovery Gallery 
where you can judge for 
yourself.
‘Brotherhood Week’
In recognition of National 
Brotherhood Week, the library 
has. on-display through Fri,, Feb. 
25, “.Black Studies in Non-Print 
Media.” This exhibit features 
samples  of  fi lmstrips,
videocassettes, tapes and
documents on microfilm and 
microfiche in  the library
collection which deal with 
historical, literary and artistic 
aspects of black culture.







Stage D oor 23;
Thurs. Night Amateur and professionals perform 
for exposure to agents.
Fri. 5pm-8pm "WEEK END WARM -  UP”
.25 Drafts .50 Slots
Sat. 12pm- 4pm
Sun. Night-
Mon. Night - 
*§ Tues: Night-



















$  :::::::::::::::: Route 23 South 
% at corner of Main S t., Little Falls 
ï  just south of Willowbrook 
*  7 8 5 - 3 0 4 4  |  A lV/» ^  si» O» si» si»
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MATINEE
old time movies 
.50 Hot Dogs .25 drafts
MSC NIGHT
Free Cold Buffet 9-10
MOVIES
"JERRY LEOPALDI”
- Live variety show filmed for T .V . Has 
successfully placed people in such movies 
as Godfather and French Connection.
Wed. Night- JAMIE GACOS
HOURS: Every night - 6 P. M. to 2 A.M. 









































THE FASTEST WAY UP IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.
Arts
Schedule
N o w  t h r o u g h  March 
18 -  Paintings by artist Jack 
Whitten in Gallery One.
Thur.. Feb. 24 ^  Allen Ginsberg 
and his brother, Eugene Brooks 
will read their poems in 
ballroom A, Student Center 3-5 
pm.
Fri., Feb. 25 — The Bill Zinn 
Ragime Quartet performing at 
MSC’s Memorial Auditorium at 
8:30 pm.
Sun., Feb. 21%  A Baroque Duo 
sponsored by MSC and 
Montclair Overseas Neighbors in 
McEachern Recital Hall at 8pm 
(free).
Mon.. Feb. 28 through Mon., 
March 21 Library Lobby 
Student Exhibition by Orlando 
Paintinus.
T h ur., March 3 — Phoebe
Helman, sculptor, wjll speak.at 
•:MSC’s Art Forum — phi arid 
free.
Correction
In  l a s t  w e e k ’s 
MONTCLARJQN, credit was 
inot given:todhe promoters of 
the Southside Johnny & the 
Asbury Jukes and Ace 
concert held here. The 
College Life Union Board 
(CLUB) sponsored the 
concert.
I f  you w an t to  get in to  nuclear 
engineering, s ta r t  by  g e ttin g  in to  
th e  N uclear N avy.
T h e  N avy operates m ore th a n  
h a lf th e  reacto rs in  A m erica. So 
o u r nuclear tra in in g  is th e  m ost 
com prehensive you can  get. \ b u  
s ta r t  by  earn ing  your com m ission 
as a  N avy  Officer. T h en  we give 
you a y ea r of advanced  nuclear 
technology, tra in in g  th a t  would
cost you tho u san d s if you could 
g e t it  in g rad u a te  school. D uring  
y o u r career, y ou ’ll get practical, 
hands-on  experience With our 
nuclear pow ered fleet. M aybe 
y o u ’ll w ork on a  nuclear subm a­
rine, m aybe a  nuclear cruiser. B u t 
w herever you w ork, y ou’ll really  
g e t to  prove your w o rth —as a 
young N uclear P ropulsion Officer 
en tru s ted  w ith  th e  m ost advanced
technical eq u ip m en t know n to  m an.
I f  th a t  sounds like th e  k in d  of 
responsib ility  y ou’re  looking fdr, 
speak  to  your N avy recru iter. H e 
can  tell you if you qualify  as a 
N uclear P ropulsion  Officer 
C and idate . Or call to ll free 8 0 0 -8 4 1 - 
8 0 0 0 . ( In  G eorg ia ,800-342-5855.)
N avy  N uclear P ropulsion 
Officer. Som e m en  w ait for th e  
fu tu re . H e lives it  now.
NAVY OFFICER.
IT’S NOT JUST A JOB. IT’S AN ADVENTURE.
Please Patronize Our Advertisers
New Play Has Stars But No Shine
Bv Barrv Miller w  . . .  ~  , be entertainingy y
Many times theatergoers leave 
the theater feeling like 
ignoramuses because they didn’t 
fully understand the plot of the 
play they had just seen. At a 
preview performance of 
American Buffalo, a new 
Broadway production which 
opened last Wednesday
evening, I could sense that this 
was a common sentiment among 
the departing audience. There
was no reason why anyone 
should have felt that way.
Billed as a ‘ comedy,’ 
American Buffalo, which stars 
Godfather and Network co-star 
Robert Duvall is an absolute 
bore. The dialogue, staging and 
story, which was written by the 
u p - a n d - c o m i n g  Chicago 
playwright David Mamet, is 
monotonous, idle and fails to be 
extremely humorous.
The entire drab two hour 
production takes place in a 
dingy, dusty, dilapidated 
junkshop operated by Donny 
Dubrow. Dubrow, a slobbery, 
uncouth man in his 60’s, is 
brilliantly portrayed by Kenneth 
McMillan. Dubrow employs a 
jittery, insecure teenager named 
Bobby, who is played by John 
Savage. The third and last 
character in the production is
the Duvall role of Teach.
AH' the action in the play, 
which consists mostly of lips 
releasing obscenities, takes place 
within the walls of the shop. The 
play’s theme centers around the 
degenerate ideas of Teach and 
Dubrow and the hidden bond of 
trust and affection between the 
three men.
Apparently , the director and 
writer forgot that theater should
 as well as 
t h o u g h t - p r o v o k in g .  The 
entertainment level in this show 
was zilch.
Duvall, Savage and especially 
McMillan are superb actors who 
are the main reasons why the 
show is bearable. Acclaims also 
go to Santo Loquasto for 
designing a fabulous junkshop 
American Buffalo is now 
playing at the Ethel Barrymore 
Theatre in NYC.
They Help Support Your College Paper
MONTCLARION/Tliu^;i.F eb ,^^1 9 7 ^ '- \~k
MSC’s Lost Weekend
By M att Wilson 
The MSC basketball squad, 
faced with its third ‘ must win’ 
NJSCAC conference game, lost 
for the third consecutive time 
against conference competition 
Friday night.
This time the Indians were 
blown out by an inspired Jersey 
City State (JCSC) team by a 
79-61 count at Jersey City.
The Indians were as dismal as 
the score indicates. They were 
never in the game.
‘ There isn’t much I can say 
about tonight,” reflected MSC 
coach Ollie Gelston. ‘ We just 
played poorly.’
indeed they did. From the 
opening moments of the first 
half it was clear that this was to 
be a long evening for the Tribe.
The Gothics jumped out to an 
8-4 lead and the Indians never 
got closer than the 10-8 count 
that occurred moments later. 
After that the Gothics ruled and 
were never seriously challenged. 
JCSC’s super sophomore, Brett 
Wyatt tossed in 21 first half 
points to help lead the Gothics 
to a 42-24 half-time edge.
But Wyatt was not the only 
factor. The Gothics proved the 
basketball truism that good 
defense will spark an offense.
JCSCusdd a half court 'l i i jC  
something that MSC has had
trouble with all year, to create 
turnovers leading to uncontested 
baskets.
And when the Gothics 
couldn’t run, Wyatt was 
available. The sophomore, who 
is rapidly closing in on the. 
thousand point mark, hit as 
often from the outside under 
pressure as he did on easy 
layups.
After the first half debacle 
you would think that the Tribe 
would come roaring out o f the 
locker room and attempt a 
comeback right?
Wrong. MSC never put 
together a run of any kind. The
M O N T C L A I R  STATE  
COLLEGE (61) Belcher 3-0-6 
Brown 8-0-16 Frank 3-0-6 Hagan 
1-0-2 Manning 3-2-8 
Matarazzo 1-2-4 Minnema 7-2-16 
Murray 1-0-2 Reid 0-1-1
JERSEY C ITY STATE 
COLLEGE (79)
Hatfeild 2-1-5 Moore 5-6-16 
Leonard 2-0-4 Howell 1-2-4 
Kemp 5-0-10 Wyatt 10-5-25 
McNally 5-0-10 Cooper 2-1-5
result was that things got worse. 
Much worse.
The Gothics returned from 
the respite and began to pour it 
on. By the time the Indians 
collected themselves enough to 
call time out, they trailed 54-29 
with 14:59 remaining.
Even the clock turned against 
MSC and ticked away painfully 
slow, allowing the Gothics to hit 
the high water mark of 73-47 
with five minutes left. JCSC 
emptied the bench at that point 
and the Indians reduced the lead 
as best they could.
‘ We really hit our stride 
tonight,” said JCSC coach Paul 
Weinstein. ‘ We went to the 
boards well and ran. We really 
played up to our potential.”
“We had a bad night, 
probably the worst night we’ve 
had all year,” said Gelston.
No “probablies” about it.
JUMPSHOTS: The basketball 
game which started on Nov. 10, 
1976 ended last Saturday at 
WiHiam Paterson’s Wightman 
Gym. In other words the 
MSC/Pioneer game suspended 
due to a lighting malfunction 
was completed. Unfortunately 
for the Indians, they were 
unable to make up a 10 point 
deficit (56-46) in the remaining 
12:10 and lost their second 
consecutive NJSCAC contest 
79-58.
WPC’s Doug Brown led all 
scorers with 17 points. For the 
Indians guard Bob Washington 
pocketed 12 —all of them 
scored four months ago before 
the lights suddenly went-out.
The Pioneers managed to
score 11 straight points from the 
foul line on the way to the win. 
The victory increases their 
conference record to 8-3, just 
one game behind league-leading 
Glassboro State College.
MSC drops to 5-6 in the 
conference — a fourth place tie 
with Jersey City State ... The
Indians finish the season by 
visiting GSC this Saturday with 
the Profs conference chances 
still in the balance. An MSC 
victory would probably result in 
a two-way tie for the top spot 
between GSC and the 
Pioneers ... The Indians overall 
record now stands at 11-12.
Lifters Need Funds
The MSC Olympic and Power lifting teams are attempting to raise 
funds to finance their trips to defend their championship titles. In 
the attempt to raise funds, the squad is selling MSC weight lifting 
T -shirts which are available in the Student Center and Panzer 
Gymnasium.
$ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 5 1 5 * * 3 ^ 5 ^ 5 ^ 3 1 ^ ^
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|  Leisure Council 
I Invites
*  interested persons of MSC 
$ to attend their meeting on
*  TUESDAY, M ARCH 1 at 3:00 pm £
*  in MEETING ROOM 3 £
*  4th floor Student Center £
* Find out how £
| YOUR Intramural f
* program runs *
: * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $
March 1 & 2
weigh in at 7:00 pm in Varsity Team Room in Panzer Gym 






Tickets - $4 .0 0
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The Squaws9 ‘Other9Forward
By Pete Baligian
Believe it. or not, there’s 
another forward beside Carol 
Blazejowski on the Squaws’ 
basketball team.
Pat Colasurdo, a tough 19 
year old sophomore from 
Bayonne, NJ, has been a starter 
on the rugged front line of MSC 
for two years. If she had been 
playing for any other college in 
New Jersey, she would be a 
household word around that 
campus.
But she’s not; and the reason 
is quite clear. Colasurdo is 
playing in the shadow of an All 
American (Blazejowski), who 
occupies the other forward spot 
on the team.
In the shadow, maybe, but 
Colasurdo is not without some 
radiance of her own. In fact, the 
sophomore has some impressive 
statistics to show for her scant 
two year stay with the incredible 
Squaws. The former Holy 
Family Acadamy star has scored 
a total of 625 points (13.1 
average this season) and pulled 
down 480 rebounds.
And then there’s the statistic 
that never shows up on 
paper — defense.
“ I like playing defense,” she 
said with a smile. “ I think it’s 
the most important part of the 
game.
“Without defense, you can’t 
win the games.”
Well, when you take a look at 
MSC’s 19-2 record, you’ll know 
why the Squaws don’t lose too 
often. The reason: Colasurdo 
plays the kind of defense that 
intimidates the opposition and 
forces bad shots.
Of course, the consequence 
for being primarily a good 
defensive player is obscurity, 
which, when coupled with that 
shadow again, leaves Colasurdo 
with very little recognition.
PAT COLASURDO
Surprisingly enough, however, 
it doesn’t effect the future Phys. 
E d .  teacher’s attitude at all.
“Carol is an asset to me out 
there,” she said. “She does her 
job and I do mine. We try to 
help each other.”
Colasurdo is the type of 
player that doesn’t need help 
that often. She’s usually the one 
helping out. She has that knack 
of knowing where the ball is at
all times, and therefore can'afford 
to overplay her opponent.
A good adjective for this girl 
is tough —mentally and 
physically. She doesn’t make 
excuses when she makes a rare 
mistake and doesn’t look for 
praise when she’s on her game.
Of course, Colasurdo is 
usually on her game. As a matter 
of fact, consistancy is her middle 
name. So far this season, she has 
averaged 10.9 rebounds a game. 
She is always around the basket, 
ready to pounce on a missed 
shot.
Head coach Maureen 
Wendelken knows how valuable 
Colasurdo is to the team.
“The coach made me what I 
am today,” the 5 foot 9 inch 
forward said bluntly. “She has 
developed me from high school 
and has given me a lot of 
inspiration.”
“I can’t say enough about 
coach Wendelken.”
W endelken has been 
Colasurdo’s coach since high 
school and was instrumental in 
bringing her to MSC.
One thing’s for sure. Pat 
Colasurdo will be making some 
valuable contributions to the 
Squaw cause in games to come.
: When you consider that--the 
19-year old is only a sophomore, 
you realize that this Squaw will 
soon become the nucleus of 
another great MSC team.





Wed. evening March 2 8:00-11:00PM
Ballroom B- Student Center 
Featuring music by "ELOT 




Come One! Come All!
IM Highlights
Women’s Basketball exploded onto the Intramural scene last 
Monday with some impressive first night action.
In the Competitive Coriference, the Typhoons, Untouchables 
III, Wha-Cha-Ma-Call-Its, Aces and Pat Marion’s all won. hr the 
Non-Competitive Conference, IOTA, Hot Shots, Mixed Nuts, 
Striders, and the Court Jesters all came up on the long end of 
their respective scores.
In addition, there were also some outstanding individual 
efforts. Among them was a 23 -point outburst by Susan Lifus of 
the Court Jesters a solid 21-point performance by Bridget Bethea 
of the Big Figs II, and a 20-point game by the-Typhoon’s Karen 
Festa.
Elsewhere, the Bowling League completed its second week of 
play. In Division I, undefeated U.S.U.K, II holds a narrow lead 
over the Dukes while in Division II, APO and Ten Pins are tied 
for first place.
Glen Dykstra defeated Mickey Glita for the singles title in 
SILC’s Badminton Tournament, while Tom Mine and Mike Mattil 
copped the doubles championship.
In SILC’s 1-on-l Basketball Tournament, Bob Flaherty edged 
out Bob Muller in a grueling contest for the over six ft. 
championship and Jim Solesky beat Jerry Agee for the under 
six ft. title.
Finally, in the Schlitz Intramural Basketball Tournament, 
MSC’s D.C. Land Development blew out Fordam, 113-71 and will 
advance into the second round against FDU at Madison, on 
Saturday, February 26.
SILC Notes: Open Volleyball every Tuesday night; Slimnastics 
every Wednesday night at 8:00, and Water Polo every Wednesday 
night, 6:00 to 7:00 throughout the semester.
For more information, visit the SILC office, 4th floor of the 
¿Student Center, or call 893-5245.
Acareer in education?
Now?
Yes, for men and women whose vision, delight and com­
mitment to the future means working with children
Masters Degree Programs in.
Infancy Education Classroom Teaching
The Wave o f the Future
Museum Education
A New Career Field
Pre-school through Elementary
Educational Leadership
Pre-school through Grade 12
Counseling Services 




At Bank Street, Liberal Arts graduates planning to 
enter the field of education can, through workshops 
and individualized programs, gain a Masters degree 
and State certification.
For more information, call, write, or mail coupon.
Bankstreet
BANK STREET COLLEGE 
610 West 112th Street, New York, N Y. 10025
Bank Street College of Education 37
Admissions Office
610 West 112th Street. New York. N Y 10025 
Telephone: 212 - 663-7200 ext 287
Please send me more information and application:
□  Education □  Counseling Services
□  Edùçationàl Leadership □  Catalog
N a m e___ ____—   ------- — ---------
A ddress'.
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GOTCHA!: Squaw fencer Marion Awlor is strategically positioned to score points against her gothic 
opponent.
Fencers Foil Gothics 12-4
(Con’t. from pi2(i>),>; .
$dganwhile, th® Sjquaws are 
acl&el|£ preparing 
their skills for the upcoming 
NJAIAW State Championships 
which start this Saturday.
The tournament is important 
in and of itself, but it also serves
as. a stepping stone in order to
j i f e i l K i J n  |  the 
p re v io u s  Nationals. Egi&ert*and 
Murray should provide the 
backbone to the MSC squad in 
what  is usually lively 
competition.
F a r b  stein has great 
e x p e c t a t i o n s  for the  
tournament.
“We’re really expecting to do 
sMeQeiin <thfcntoumamenti” i she 
explained. ‘‘We feel that we have 
a talented bunch of girls.” 
NOTES: The fencer’s next 
regularly sheduled competition 
doesn’t occur until Mar. 1. The 
Squaws will then face the Pratt 





Recently, following the release of a report by the President’s 
Commission on Olympic Sports, former Olympion Bill Toomey 
(a commission member) stated, “Amateurism shouldn’t exist. I 
don’t even think the word applies in the world of sport.”
Think about that friends. The thrust of the statement is
painfully obvious—American athletes are forced into the 
position of accepting, those proverbial “‘financial remunerations” 
while outwardly professing “amateurism.” Therefore, since 
there’s more being passed under the table than at your average 
Friday night poker game, why not rid ourselves of this hypocrisy 
and openly support these athletes?
This is all probably true, arid Toomey is sincere in his 
attempt to straighten out a messy situation but underlying this 
statement" ( and the need for the report) is a feeling that has arisen 
in the wake of recent American Olympic “failures.” This is the 
belief that since American athletes have not been as successful as 
injhe.past, wfc must, compensate for this financially inprder to 
iemaincompetitive. ~
Of course, it will be said that this will be done for the “sake of 
the athlete.” Fine, but it would be interesting to learn where it is 
written that an individual has an inalienable right to run around a 
track in his jockey shorts. This provision was surely not included 
in the Constitution and I seriously doubt that it was a postscript 
on those tablets Moses brought down from Sinai.
We are only deluding ourselves if we believe that all of this 
doesn’t reek o f a peculiar kind of perverted patriotism. Since 
Russian and East German competitors (fully supported by their 
governments and obviously professional athletes from the time 
they drew thfcir first breath) have dominated the Olympics, we 
must retaliate - A. classic case of the “winning isn’t  everything, it’s 
the only thing” philosophy.
Just take a glance at the numerous major college recruiting 
violations that have been uncovered in recent years. It has gotten 
to the point where the average high school sports’ star 
approaches his future academic career with about as much tact as 
a goggle-eyed contestant of “Let’s Make a Deal.” Choose the right 
door and w in a scholarship, laundry money and a variety of 
other goodies all in turn for majoring in Advanced linebacking or 
Jump shooting II.
We are so hung up on winning that we are willing to  throw 
away our last vestige of idealism (no matter how often it is 
violated) f°r the price of some gold medals. We are not satisfied 
that American athletes have managed to do remarkably well in 
world competition despite the fact that the majorityt h§ve stuck 
pretty closely to. the concept fbf,“amafturisrn.”
Ño, we warit moré, we want to’ assuage á wóuñded pride. And 
we might just do that. After all, winning is the ONLY 
THING ... Isn’ t it?
M O N T C LA R IO N /M aureen  Baker
MAKING A POINT: Marion Awlor battles Monday night in a match against Jersey City State College.
............* « * * * • “  •• • ................................................... - • - - •  • • • y * •.
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Every Friday and 
Saturday Night
I NO COVER CHARGE;
Live Jazz This Weekend by Aurora
Mixed Drinks .90 -- Jumbo Sandwiches 
Kitchen Open Til iam
15 Howe Ave., Passaic, N.J. 201 473-6250
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Wrestlers: Ifs Four Straight
By Dennis Buckley
The MSC matmen pinned 
their way to their fourth straight 
Metropol i tan  Conference 
wrestling title last weekend and 
outd is tanced  second-place 
finishers Trenton State by a 35 
point margin.
MSC ran up 144 points to 
take home the crown for 
first-year coach Rich Sofman. 
Trenton followed with 109, and 
FDU-Teaneck finsihed third 
with 92%.
The Indians, weakened by a 
loss of personnel earlier in the 
week," wrestled well and lost 
only seven individual bouts 
during the two-day tournament 
in Trenton.
Marc Maleck, wrestling in 
place of Rich Numa at 118 lbs., 
took a third place medal and 
thereby qualified himself for the 
NCAA Division III Nationalsr 
Maleck had three falls to help 
the team.
Jefi>Mase had two falls and a 
decision in the final against 
CWP’s Don Jantzen en route to
ART SOPELSA
Four pins on the way to the 
title.
his 126-pound title.
Mike Blakely (134) and Ricky 
Freitas (142) defended their Met 
t i t les  for MSC, each 
accumulating three falls on the 
way. Blakely defeated TSC’s 
Gerald Johnson and Freitas beat 
CWP’s Bob Morgan in the finals.
Ken Mallory had one pin 
before beating first-seeded Bob 
Knapp (NY Maritime) in the 
finals of the 150-pound 
competition.
Alex. Martello (158) finished 
fourth and Roger Bogsted (167) 
was tied in the finals with GSC’s 
Julio Castellanos before he got 
caught on his back by the 
t o u r n a m e n t ’s outstanding 
wrestler.
MSC had to find fill-ins at 177 
and 190 for the tournament. 
Bruce Jackson wrestled 177 and 
lost a one point decision to 
Seton Hall’s Tom Jackson , while 
Roger Stehlin filled in at 190 
and lost a close decision to the 
eventual runnerup, Bob Wilkens 
ofTSC.
Heavyweight Art Sopelsa had 
four pins on the way to his title. 
In his rematch with FDU’s Bruce 
Klein, Sopelsa pancaked his 
opponent in the second period 
of the finals.
Sofman was very pleased with 
his wrestlers’ performance: “ It 
was great- The tgafl) regl|y p|pie
MIKE BLAKELY 
Took the title at 134 pounds.
together; we had the tournament 
won after the semifinals. Our 
pinning power helped to give us 
valuable insurance points.’" 
Trenton State’s Scott Puzia 
(118) and FDU’s Bob Seay each 
won his third straight Met title. 
FDU’s Ron Train defeated TSC’s 
Bob $iikeriS for tH§ i90 jibtirid
crown.
TAKEDOWNS: The grapplers 
meet powerful Penn State away 
on Saturday The push for the 
nationals has begun as the 
matmen eye the NCAA Division 
III Championship next week.
CHAMPIONSHIP ROUND
(118)-P u z ia  (TSC) dec.
Morganstern (N-R), 7-0 
(126).r- Mase (MSC) dec. Jatzen 
(CWP), 5-2
(134) — Blakely (MSC) dec. 
Johnson (TSC) .5-3 
(142) — Freitas (MSC) dec.
Morgan (TSC) 20-7 
(150) — Mallory (MSC) dec. 
Knapp (Maritime), 8-7 
(158) — Ewing (CWP) dec.
Stoute (N-R), 4-0 
(167) — Castellanos (GSC) pin 
Bosted (MSC), 3:06 
(177 )-S e a y  (FDU) dec.
Dermody (CWP), 6-2 
(190) — Train (FDU) dec.
Wilkens (TSC), 6-3 
(Uni) — Sopelsa (MSC) pin Klein 
(FDU), 4:12
. S y :
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SWASH BUCKLING: Eileen Murray and Gothic opponent duel in 
a scene reminiscent o f an old Errol Flynn movie. The Squaws took 
the match easily 12-4.
Fencers Foil Gothics
By Tony Cafiero
MSC’s Womens Fencing Team 
overwhelmingly defeated Jersey 
City State College by a score of 
124 at Panzer Gym Monday 
night as the Squaws dominated 
the action from the opening 
bout.
MSC quickly rattled off six 
victories in a row over the 
Gothics and these proceeded to 
clinch the match at 9-2 shortly 
thereafter.
Squaw coach Bonni Farbstein 
then started inserting her 
substitutions “when victory wa' 
assured.”
MSC r e c e i v e d  fine 
performances from a number of 
individuals.
Co-Captain Susan Egbert was 
the only fencer to go 4-0 for the 
days activities. The flashy Egbert 
leads the Squaws in victories.
Equally impressive were the 
efforts of Janice Kovatch and 
Eileen Murray. Each were 3-1, 
f enci ng  assuredly and 
confidently all evening. Gloria 
Aragona was the only other 
undented participant for either 
squad, compiling a 2-0 record 
during the match.
Farbstein was obviously
^pleased with her squad’s effort. 
The coach considered it to be 
the Squaws’ best overall 
performance to date.
“It was a top team effort,” 
she stated. “No specific 
individual deserves all the credit 
in this one. Everyone on the 
team contributed and performed 
well.”
The- team’s records stands at 
5-3 with only six matches 
remaining this season.
Over the weekend, the 
Squaws took to the road to 
participate in a round-robin
competition tournament. This 
event took place at Brooklyn 
College and was played for an 
unusually named prize — the 
“little  Willie Trophy” .
MSC had to beat out William 
Paterson College, the University 
of Rhode Island, and Brooklyn 
College to attain the trophey. It 
is awarded annually to the 
winner of the competition but 
whoever wins the event for a 
total of three years is allowed to 
keep “Little Willie” for 
themselves permanently.
(Con t. on p .19)
---------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------------------------------- " )
Rough Weekend
The MSC men’s basketball team had a rough weekend on its 
hands. Two conference games and both on the road. 7b see how 
they fired , read M att Wilson ’s "dory on page 1 7.
The ‘Other * Forward
She hasn’t gotten as much recognition as her famous team­
mate Carol Blazejowski, but Squaw forward Pat Colasurdo has 
contributed to the women’s basketball team’s success. For a close- 
up look'at this individual, turn to Pete Baligian’s feature on page
'
